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Demos Hear Lawyer; GOP Plans 
 Rally
el Negro Demo
Not Behind
Local Slate
•
I Both national parties "stand
about the same on Civil rights"
but the "first to do anything about
them in the twentieth century
was the Roosevelt Administra-
tion." Atty. Bailey Brown said
Saturday.
Atty. Brown, local Democratic
leader, spoke to the Negro Steven-
son-Kefauver Volunteers in a pre-
cinct workers meeting held at
Universal Life insurance company.
He was introduced by Dr. J. E.
Walker, who joined others of the
movement in openly placing them-
selves on record as avid supporters
of the Democratic national ticket
but "definitely" still opposed to
Citizens for Progress candidates.
Rev. Alexander Gladney received
cheers from the precinct workers
when he said, "I was against the
local Citizens for Progressers in
the Democratic Primary and still
am. I'm voting for Stevenson and
Kefauver and maybe for someone
else on the other side."
Atty Brown recognized civil
rights "as one of the issues I
know you people are interested
in" but stressed economics as the
field in which the Democratic
Party "has its greatest claim on
the Negro."
He credited the Democrats with
Mich things as social security,
banking insurance, TVA, "fair in-
'comes" for farmers, public how-
0, kg, FHA, advances by unions andothers, some of which he said the
, Republicans "fought tooth and
nail."
"The bentocratle Party has ad-
vanced the nat!on," he said, "That
it's government Sosiness to see
that we don't have the depression
situation of the 1930's."
Atty. Brown called" a very dis-
couraging thing" the heavy vote
out in Stewartville in August that
saw Citizens for Progress candi-
dates getting high votes from Ne-
groes while James T. Walker re-
ceived but 11.
He said whites voted in a front
See DEMO, Page 2
Rev. Bingham
• Dies After
Long Illness
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
A minister, who also served for
35 years as a local mailman, was
buried Monday, following funeral
services at Gospel Baptist church.
But there is more behind the
story than that simple opening sen-
tence. The story behind the story
is the life of Rev. Larry E. Bing-
ham, who died Tuesday of last
week at Kennedy Veterans hos-
pital, after a lingering illness of
more than a year. He was around
410.
Rey. Bingham, who came to
Memphis at an early age from
his native home in Vicksburg,
it miss., was a cultured man ofbooks and thought. He was a
graduate of Straight University in
Louisiana, and formerly pastored
a very active North Memphis Bap-
tist church congregation. He was
head of a well-known family.
*AD ONE ROUTE
He carried mail in Memphis for
25 years. It is notable that he de-
livered mail in the same North
Memphis district for that entire
time, with the exception of around
six months, when he was off the
route. Petitions from North Mem-
phis businessmen and residents re-
sulted in his being returned to the
area.
Rev. Bingham was an active
and charter member of the famed
Memphis Letter Carriers hand. He
was also widely known and active
In religious a n d civic activities
throughout Memphis.
He was the father of Larry E.
Bingham, jr., well-known Memphi-
an, and also of Ernest, Joan, and
Francis Bingham Also surviving
him are his widow, Mrs. L. E.
Bingham, sr , and other relatives.
Interment was in National Cem-
etery, with Southern Fu neral
Nome in charge.
•
Adlai-Estes Boosters Working
APRECIN CT MEETING
at Universal Life Insurance
company last Saturday heard
Atty. Bailey Brown (left),
describe both national par-
ties as "about the same on Ci-
vil Rights." Others $ e e n,
members of the Tennessee
Volunteers for Adlai and Es-
tes movement, are Mrs. Hat-
tie Mae Foster, secretary;
Dr. J. E. Walker, a Democra-
tic leader, and James T.
Walker, who was a candidate
for the state legislature in
the August Primary. Negro
Deatos made it clear they are
not voting for the Citizens
For Progress candidates Nov.
1. (Newson Photo)
FISK PRESIDENT SAYS:
'Southern Way Of Life Ignores,
Views Of Negroes; Is Illusory'
Southern Negroes do not seriously expect much
change in their civil rights status through "grass roots
conversion," despite the insistence of white southerners
that the region should be left to work out the present
racial crisis in its own way, President Charles S. John-
son, of Fisk university, declares
in a copyrighted article in t h e
New York Times Magazine.
fusion of the "moral imperatives,"
according to the Johnson article.
State governments in the South "There can be no middle-of-the-
are dominated by rural legislators, road attitude toward morality and
whose overall atitude is "anti-la-
bor, anti-capital, anti-race, anti-
liberal, anti-civil rights, anti-edu-
cation, anti-intellectual, anti-tech.
nology, anti-Federal Govern-
ment." Most significant improve-
ments in the southern Negro's sta-
tus have come, consequently, as a
result of Federal insistence and
world public opinion, according to
the noted sociologist.
"It is a tragic pity," he writes,
"that while the rest of the world
is giving new attention and re-
spect to basic human rights, ev-
ery device from subversion of law
to violence is being employed to
defeat the Constitution, and with
such frantic desperation that no
voice of stern national statesman-
ship dares defy, without apology
and compromise, this organized
retreat from freedom to tyranny
and feudalism."
NO MIDDLE ROAD
The middle-of-the-road philoso-
phy that seems to dominate much
of the nation's thinking in matters
pertaining to race is due to a con-
legality, if the fabric of our so-
ciety is to remain inviolate.
"Where there is reputation of
the (Supreme) Court, our ulti-
mate constitutional authority, on
one issue, there is repudiation of
the Court and the law on any and
all issues."
The arguments being advanced
in defense of the "southern way of
See PRESIDENT, Page 2
CPS Looked To For
Pro-Seg Bilk Help
Pro-segregation leaders in Tennessee are "counting
on valuable help" from Shelby county's still un-elected
Citizens For Progress candidates to get their anti-integra-
tion bills through the 1957 state legislature.
Sims Crownover, attorney for the Tennessee Federa-
tion for Constitutional Govern-
ment, made this expected an and a pledge to support inter-
nouncement last week as he dis. position.
Mr. Crownover predicted theclosed his group was developing
legislature will approve a billproposed bills aimed at thwart- permitting witholding of fundsing integration, from' any school that desegre-
The Citizens for Progress can-'gates and "any number of laws
didates, winners in the Demo- of similar import."
cratic Primary in August ran on He said they would be passed
"a Keep Memphis and Shelby with or without the support of
County blown in Dixie" slogan Gov. Frank Clement.
State Supreme Court Upholds Edict
Of High Court; Segregation Out
The Tennessee State Supreme Court last week ruled,
is has the Federal District Court in Memphis, that this
state's public school segregation laws were voided by the
Supreme Court's 1954 decision.
This action came as a result of an appeal brought by
pro-segregation groups seeking to' 
have Chancellor Joe M. Garden's based on an expressed mandate of
refusal to grant an injunction bar- the Supreme Court of the United
ring 12 Negro students from Clin- States.
ton High school overruled. 
"It is a well established general
John E. Roy, of Oak Ridge, an rule that the state courts have no
official of the Tennessee Federa- authority to enjoin proceedings in
tion for Constitutional Govern- the federal courts," he said.
ment, along with others had ap- Federal Judge Robert L. Tay-
Pealed to the Supreme Court aft- lor last January ordered Ander-
er the injunction was denied last son County high schools to inte-
August. grate to end five years of litiga-
"We know of no case," wrote tion brought by the National As-
Chief Justice A. B. Neil, "in sociation for the Advancement of
which the courts of this state may Colored People.
enjoin the enforcement of a fed- The suit brought by Roy also had
eral district court decree that is called on the state to withhold
funds from Clinton High School,
integrated Aug. 27, on grounds
that Tennessee law forbids ra-
cially mixed schools.
"The foregoing contention," said
Justice Neil, "rests solely upon the
hypothesis that the laws of this
state forbidding racially mixed
schools are In full force and ef-
fect.
"The plain fallacy of this In-
stance," he said, "is that the seg-
regation statutes referred to are
not now in full force and effect,
the same having been declared
unconstitutional" by the U. S. Su-
preme Court's 1954 ruling against
segregation."
You can't even vote for dog
catcher— much less mayor,
councilman, congressman, se-
nator, or president—unless you
are registered.
Dawson Vs. GOP GOPFlaresTo Light
Handy ParkMartin, Nabritt Coming
Congressman William L. Dawson (D., Ill.) has agreed
to come to Memphis to carry the Democratic banner
against two nationally known Republicans in a debate
which will close a four-day conference here of veterans.
Atty. James F. Estes, president of the Veterans Bene-fit which is sponsoring the veter-
a n s conference, had announced Revenue Department and a mem-earlier tentative names which in- ber of the Republican Speaker'scluded Congressman Dawson and Bureau, and Atty. J. M. Nabrit, ofCharles Diggs (D., Mich.) 
,Washington, D. C., professor of
TWO REPUBLICANS 'law at Howard university, one of
The two Republicans who will be the lawyers who appeared before
in Memphis for the debate are the United States Supreme Court
Dudley Martin, of Chicago, an in- during arguments leading to the
vestigator for the Illinois Internal 1954 decision against segregation
in public schools.
The debate, which Attorney Es-
tes claims will determine how
the Negro in the Mid-South
should cast his vote in the Nov. 6
election, will be held at Clayborn
Temple, Sunday night, Oct. 14 at
8 p. in.
Saturday night, Oct. 13, at 7:30
p. m. Mr. Dudley will keynote a
Republican candlelight march and
meeting in Handy Park on Beale
street at Third.
LOCAL SPEAKERS
James T. Walker, local Demo-
See DAWSON, Page 2
125,277 At Fair
Exhibits Better Too
TRI-STATE FAIR officials, after striving for the past '
ten years to reach the dream attendance figure of 100,000
last weekend toed the mark with 25,277 to spare during '
the four days of the 43rd annual session of the exposition
held at the Mid-South Fairgrounds. The official record
for the four days was 125,277,
The four-day exposition not only
broke all attendance records, but
was marked with a greater array
of exhibits in all departments, ac-
cording to R. J. Roddy, manager.
"Our livestock, swine, and poul-
try were better than ever before,"
Manager Roddy said. "There were
more exhibits in the Merchant's
Building, and crowds which turn-
ed out to the talent search con-
test and our new feature, the Spell-
ing Bee, gave added proof that the
fair is moving in the right di-
rection so far as interest of the
public is concerned."
MAYOR CUT RIBBON
Opening day Thursday, Oct. 4,
fair attendance was lower-
ed by an overcast sky, and later
a drizzling rain. Yet, the day's at-
tendance of 6,534 still was a bet-
ter record than that of 1955 which
came to only 4,272. Friday's at-
tendance came to 45,475, and the
largest single day's attendance in
the history of the show was Satur-
day, Oct. 6, when 47,103 persons
came through the turnstiles.
Mayor Edmund Orgill, present
for ribbon-cutting ceremonies
Thursday morning at the main en-
trance, expressed congratulations
to officials for carrying on the Tr -
State Fair "as one of our finest
community traditions." He was in-
troduced by Prof. Blair T. Hunt,
president of the fair, and principal
of Booker T. Washington High
school.
Arkansas AM & M college band
from Pine Bluff, under direction of
Prof. Harold Strong, was the out-
standing feature of the day Thurs-
day. The band came to pay special
musical tribute to farm leaders
from Arkansas who were given ci-
tations for their outstanding rec-
ord as ginners. Gin Co-ops locat-
ed in five Arkansas communities
were cited during a special Ar-
kansas Day Program, held in the
Merchant's Building. They includ-
ed:
Grant's Co-op, Marion, Arkan-
sas; Blackfish Co-op. Marianna;
People's Co-op, Meth; Phillips
County Co-op, Helena; and Lake-
view Co-op, Lakeview, Ark.
Planned by L. 0. Swingler, pub-
lic relations director for the fair,
the Arkansas Day program was
carried out by John Gammon, jr.,
of Marion, Ark., well known Crit-
tenden County planter, and third
vice president of the fair. Man-
ager R. J. Roddy presented the
ginners with citations.
Dr. S. J. Parker, head of the
Horticulture department at Arkan-
sas State college, was guest
speaker, and the college band
rendered music. Among other ci-
tations given were those award-
ed Mrs. Fannie Boone, T. R. Bet-
ton, L. L. Phillips, all state
farm leaders with headquarters in
Little Rock.
Prof. W. T. McDaniels, bandmas-
ter at Booker T. Washington High
school, and chairman of music
for the fair, carried out a series
of band concerts throughout the
four days of the exposition. The
band concert schedule included
Booker T. Washington band, Man-
assas, Hamilton, Melrose, a n d
Douglass, the latter having played
a thirty-minute concert in t h e
Woman's Building Sunday after-
noon.
For the third consecutive year,
Mrs. Florence House Wheeler,
popular home economist of Chi-
cago, returned to her native Mem-
phis to give a series of food dem-
onstrations for the fair. The home
service show, featuring Mrs.
Wheeler, was held in the Mer-
chant's Building. She gave a series
of six demonstrations, climaxed
with the preparation of a full din-
ner Sunday afternoon in honor of
members of the Executive Com-
mittee.
Two of the local radio stations
. . . WDIA and radio Station
WLOK, provided outstanding en-
tertainment for fair attendants.
The former occupied the stage in
the Woman's Building, and spon-
sored for the first time the Spell-
See FAIR, Page 2
Saleslady Leaves Shop
After Teacher Insult
A saleswoman at Berliant's Ladies Ready-To-Wear
store, 1699 Union, who on Friday barred a Negro teacher
from using a main-floor restroom in a manner less than
tactful, was no longer with the store Saturday evening.
Morris Berliant, store owner, said Mrs. Eva Dell Kees-
ler was no longer with the store
and that her leaving was "for the
best interest of the store," and
that it involved "this and other
things."
He also said that Mrs. Nancy
Lembrick, of 1605 S. Orleans, a
Negro employe who pointed out customers of the store found full
the restroom to Mrs. E. H. Simon, agreement with Mrs. Lembrick's
of 1471 S. Parkway E. and later
quit her job when the teacher was
barred, had returned.
Mrs. Lembrick, with the store
since a few days after its open-
proposal that the store accept Ne-
gro trade, and since, it has had
a large patronage from teachers
and wives of professional men.
A Defender check with several
statement that "all patrons here
are given the most courteous of
service."
This was not the first time a
Negro patron had been made "un-
ing five years ago, went to Mr. comfortable" in the presence of
Berliant sometime ago with the the saleswoman.
7 1.1 • 
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TWO MALE SINGERS took
top honors in the two divi-
sions of the WDIA-sponsored
talent show at the Tri-State
Fair. John P. Anthony, 20-
year-old sailor from the N. A.
T. T. C. at Millington copped
first honors in the classical
and gospel division with h i s
rendition of "I Walk With
God." From Masontown, Pa.,
the NATTC-man won I trip to
New York for TV and radio
appearances. Carroll McSwain,
right, 17.year-old Booker T.
Washington junior, took first
place in the popular division
with his "Everybody's Got A
Home But Me." McSwain, son
of Carroll McSwain, sr., of 840
Walker, gets a trip to Chicago
and Club DeLisa. (Newson
Photo)
,t
Five hundred women holding
aloft candles and flares will con-
verge on Handy Park on famed
Beale street Saturday night, Oct.
13, at 7:30 p.m. in a candlelight
march and meeting marking the
birthday of President Eisenhow-
er.
Republican leader Lt. George
W. Lee announced that Dudley
Martin, of Chicago, an investiga..,
tor for the Illinois Internal Reve-
nue department and a member of
the National Republican Speak-
er's bureau, would keynote the
meeting.
"Eisenhower has given us the
light to walk upright as men and
women," Lt. Lee said, "and this
great outpouring of women
marchers with their flares and
candlelights which mark the con-
trast between Eisenhower w h o
gave us action and Roosevelt and
Truman who gave us noise."
"CARRY A SHARE"
"We hope to tear Beale street
up," Lt. Lee said. He said the
Letter Carriers band had been in-
vited to furnish music for the
meeting.
Earlier in aspeech at Mt. Nebo
Baptist church on the Woman Pow-
See GOP, Page 2
Stray Shot
At Fighter
Kills Wife
One of two shots Fired at a man
who had been using a ball bat
on his girl friend killed the shoot.
er's wife, and elsewhere last week,
a wife whose arm was broken by
her angered husband stabbed
him to death with a paring knife.
Homicide detectives identified
the dead as Mrs. Georgia Hawk-
ins, 72, of 263 N. Manassas, and
Sam Phillips, 34, of 1906 Hearst,
Both were killed by their mates,
Sam Hawkins, 75, of the N.
Manassas address, killed his wife
accidentally when he fired t w
shots at Odell Claxton, 25, of 221
N. Manassas, who had been us-
ing a ball bat on his girl friend,
Cozen Evans.
Mr. Hawkins sought to stop the
ruckus between the two after the
woman cried out for help a n d
Claxton turned on him. He fired
two shots, one hitting Claxton in
the stomach, the other striking
his wife in the breast. She was
pronounced dead on arrival at
John Gaston hospital. Claxton
was admitted in serious condition.
Phillips was stabbed to death
by his wife Mrs. Hattie Mae Phil-
lips, 45, in front of police officers.
She told officers her husband
became mad when he oame home
and his dinner was not prepared,
He started beating her, she said,
breaking her right arm.
She ran out and called police
and when they arrived she rush-
ed up on the porch where he was
and stabbed him.
BM&E Confab
In Jackson
Oct. 22-26
The Tennessee Baptist Mission-
ary and Educational Convention,
Inc., will convene in Jackson,
Tenn., Oct. 22-26.
Dr. S. A. Owen, minister of
Metropolitan .Baptist. church of
Memphis and president of the con-
vention, said Monday that a spe-
cial address by Dr. Mordecai John-
son, president of Howard univer-
sity in Washington, D. C., would
be heard Friday night, Oct. 26.
Dr. Owen said one of the major
interests of the convention will be
the educational program of tho
S. A. Owen Junior college in Mem-
phis which is supported by the
convention.
- 
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Add In Harlem;
Powell Absent
By ALFRED DUCKETT
NEW YORK — (With the Adlai Stevenson Cam-
paign Train) — Adlai Stevenson went up to Harlem last
Thuboilay night and laid it on the line for civil rights.
In what was described as a major address on the hot
political issue, the Democratic presidential candidate ga
ve
a performance which was approp-i 
eats to the atmosphere created' make m• pretty disgusted "
by the World Series. Stevenson related how in 
1941
Conspicuously absent from the and 1942, as assistant 
to the Sec.
huge Harlem rally was New retary of the
 Navy, he had been
York's Democratic Congressman involved in the "fir
st and hard
d a DI Clayton Powell. Powell, steps towa
rd removing the ra-
who recently returned from an ex- cial barriers it, 
the United States
tended tour of Europe, earlier last Navy."
week indicated in a telephone in- TELLS ROI.R
terview with the Chicago Defend- "My part in that 
was small,"
er that he will support the Demo- he admitted. '
And we only got the
eratic party locally but might job started then. But we did 
get
switch to the Republican Pasty it started."
nationally. The speakzr co
ntinued, remind-
WARMS UP 
ing his audience that in 1948,
i Stevenson strode luie the box 
former President Truman issued]
the famed Executive Order 9981.
"It w a s that order which
sounded the death knell of segre-
gation in the armed forces," he
declared.
Furthermore, Stevenson remind-
and faced a crowd which obvious-
ly wasn't positive what team
they were for. Stevenson warmed
up with all the gracious prelimi-
naries and the applause was po-
lite an perfunctory. But when the
former Illinois governor reached] ed h
is audience, the order was is-
the heart of his speech — when 
sued in spitz of testimony by the
lashed out at the -hypocrisy" of 
then Chief of Staff Dwight D. Eis-
the Eisenhower administration on 
enhower before a Congressional
civil rights and spelled out i n
fort)right terms his own philoso-
phr of Democracy for all t h e
people of America, the 10,000 
ble."
Harlemites who jammed the huge The audi
ence howled at Stev-
snore at 125th st. and 7th ave. 
enson's quip: "I don't mind the
gave him lusty applause. 
President's trying to make off in
Meanwhile, in Chicago last
weekend, Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt,
first lady of the Democratic par-
committee in April, 1948, that
complete desegregation in the arm-
ed forces would "get us into trou-
broad daylight with the Demo-
cratic platform, he always re-
turns it right after election day
ty, was presented at a rally held, anYwaY — 
but he'd better stop
on the city's Southside to "cleft- 
trying to run on the Democratic
fy and expand" some phases of 
record.'
the Democratic party's position 
CIVIL RIGHTS
on civil rights. 'I he appearanc• 
The big crowd listened attentive-
es. of Stevenson and Mrs. Roose- iY 
as Stevenson got deeper into
volt were interpreted as moves 
belittling Republican civil rights
by the Demccratic party chieftans 
boasts.
to woo Negro voters in the na- 
"They have only continued
tion's two most heavily populat- 
what the De, mooertic party start-
ed," he charged, citing the FEPC
ed Negro metropolitan areas. set up by the late President Roost-
THREE RALLIES velt and the Committee on Gov-
Of the three rallies held in the ernment Contract Compliances
New York City area the Harlem created by former President Tru-
man,
It. was when the Democratic
candidate hit hard on the issue
of the Supreme Court desegrega-
tion edict that he won his audi-
ence.
"And finally, when the Presi-
dent was presented with an op-
portunity for greet national lead-
ership in this field, he was vir-
tually silent,' Stevenson declared.
ht am referring to the Supreme
Court decision on desegregation in
the public sehools
CROWD REACTION
1 he crowd reaction to this
was tremendous. pbviously, this
was the one subject which they
had been waiting for.
have spoken about the de-
cision many times." the speaker
declared.
His reminder that he had
made a forthright statement on
ugly spectres still haunt Amenk civil rights in Arkansas and
can life." Florida recently brought the loud-
Stevenson charged 'et is an in- est and most pre_onged ovation
dictment of o u r intelligence from the crowd.
and humanity if we cannot pro- "1 said in Arkansas a n d
vide every famiy in the country Florida that the Supreme Court
a decent opportursibi to earn a of the United States has determin-
living, a decent school for their ed unanimously that the Consti-
children, a decent roof over their tution does nat permit segregation
heads and a decent prospect of in the schools. I added that, as
security in old age " my audience of southern friends
The crowd liked that but wasn't knew, I believe this decision to
stirred yet. It was when the candi- be right. I told thrt audience that
date lashed out at the Eisenhow- our common goal is the orderly
er claims on civil rights that the accomplishment of the result de-
atmosphere became charged with creed by the court. I said that in
interest. Arkansas and Florida and I say
HITS GOP it here now.
. "They has e claimed credit for CHEER ADLAI
ending segregation in the armed The Harlem crowd cheered
forces," the Democratic candidate, when Stevenson added that his de-
said. fense of the Supreme Court editt
"Well, you know I happen to brought applause from his Arkan-
have been in on that story right sas listeners
from the start — and these John- ef have repeatedly expressed
sty-come-lately Republican claims the belief, Stevenson continued,
meeting was the largest. Steven-
son, arriving from Pittsburgh af-
ter a tangle of sky traffic hassles,
spoke to a big gathering in the
predominantly Jewish Delancey at.
area and at a meeting largely at-
tended by Spanish-Americans at
116th st. in East Harlem.
At the first two rallies, the
Democratic candidate spoke off
the cuff. But at the big Harlem
meeting he talked from a hard.
hitting script which outlined his
views on racial issues.
HUMA-N DIGNITY
"We have come a long way in
the battle for human dignity and
opportunity in America," Steven-
son told the Harlem audience.
"But we still have far to go. The
Democratic narty has led the fight
against poverty and discrimina-
tion and it is our purpose to carry
on that fight as long as those
AMEN&
Gilbey's Gin is the
one gin distilled
in 11 eountrie",
and served
round the
N% 'rid
'fry it and sot! wily
Gilbey's Gin
GOO,- s Distilied London Dry Gin
90 Proof 100% Grain Neutral Spirits
W.& A. Gilbey, Ltd., Cincinnati, Ohm
"that t e office of the prest-'
dency should be ased to bring to-
gether those of opposing views
on this matter — to the end of
creating a climate too peaceful ac- fi id F
eeptance of this decision. T h e
President of the United States re-
cently said of the Supreme Court
decision: 'I think it makes no
difference whether or not I en-
dorse it.'
"As for myself," the Democrat-
ic candidate continued, "I ha v e
said from the beginning — and
nent persons distinguished in the
civil rights field. The candidate's
address was preceeded by re-
marks by Mrs. Eleanor Roose-
velt. Also in the party were New
e or
. Holmes
Funeral services for L. F. Holm-
es of 6676 Williams, veteran post-
al employe, were held from the
say now that support this Vance Avenue Church of Christ
decision." on Sept. 30, with Brother Mar-
Earlier in his address, Stev-
enson cited his record on civil
rights as governor of Illinois. He
spoke of complete desegregation of
the Illinois National Guard, h i s
calling out of the militia to pro-
tect citizens in the Cicero riots
and the fight made by the Illinois
Democrats for a state FEPC.
ILLINOIS GAINS
"We were prevented from pass-
ing this bill only by a close vote
in a Republican Legislature," he
charged. "We eliminated all ra-
cial designations in the employ-
ment service of Illinois and on
drivers' licenses and so forth."
The Stevenson address ended
on a note of prayer that "All
Americans, no matter what their
feelings, will collaborate in work-
ing to sustain the Bill of Rights.
L. F. HOLMES
shall Keeble, of Nashville, officiat_
No other course,' Stevenson de- ing.
clared, "is consistent with our Burial was in the Burdette
Constitutional equality as Ameri- chapel cemetery in Capleville,
cans or with our human brother- Tenn.. Mims funeral home in
hood as children of God." charge of arrangements.
1he Sevenson party arrived at Born in Capleville Sept. 28, 1899,
the rally with a roster of promi- Mr. Holmes received his public I
school education in Shelby county
schools. He attended Rust college
at Holly Springs, Miss., and gradu-
ated from Tennessee State Add
college in 1926 as president of his
York Mayor Robert Wagner, Sen- class.
at&' Herbert Lehman and Gov. He taught here at Manassas
Averell Harriman. High school for two years bfore
HULAN JACK going into postal service where
Stevenson was presented in a he remained for 28 years.
rousing introducticn by Manhat- He was superintendent of the
tan borough President Hulan Jack Sunday school, principal of Vaca
-
ast Rites GOP
(Continued on Page 2)
er For Eisenhower Program, Lt.
1Lee challenged Negro voters to
accept his share of the responsi-
bilityI  in the fight for equal oppor-
tunity for all by voting to re-elect
Eisenhower.
He said a number in "the Dem-
; ocratie Party are spending their
time in offices as chairmen of im-
purta n t committees in Con-
gress trying to punish minority
;groups.
D. C. INVESTIGATION
"The school investigation In the
District of Columbia conducted by
the Congressmen from Mississippi
and Georgia is a case in point.
The findings of such an investiga-
tion might serve as a challenge to
Negroes if it wasn't conducted at
a time when the Democrats are
trying to find something to em-
barrass President Eisenhower and
if it was conducted by men who
are not definitely committeed to
race and tradition.
"The two Republicaes on this
committee voted to postpone this
investigation until after the elec-
tion but the Democrats led by
John Bell Williams of Mississippi
won't bulge. I believe the Dem-
ocrats would have followed suit if
they wanted to make a political
football out of the so-called con-
duct of hapless black children who
have been forced by tradition to
live in an atmosphere where they
must scrap the sides and bottom
of the economic pot where there
Is too little for too many.
IN MISSISSIPPI
"Not a great long time ago an
Investigation of school facilities
was made in Mr. Williams' native
state by a legislative school study
committee.
Demo.
(Continued from Page 1)
room while Negroes cast their
ballots is ,ei small back room aft-
er being taken by a tent and giv-
en literature on Citizens For
Progress by Guy Hoffman. prin-
cipal of the Barrett 's Chapel Hill
High school.
Atty. Brown said "Mrs. Hoff-
man appeared to have become
ashamed" when he remarked, "I
see you're doing all you can to
keep Memphis and Shelby down
in Dixie."
He suggested Negro leaders
I co
uld best get to. the people in the
'arra of this "controlled ward and
notorious ballot box" and talk to
them.
With hard work at the precinct
level the Democrats have a good
chance to win in November, At-
torney Bailey said. He urged the
workers to try for a large turnout
on the theory that a big vote
ans a greater margin for the
Democrats.
He said. he didn't think the Ci-
*ens for Progress factiOn of the
Democratic Party would do much
for the national candidates. ''They
don't even have a picture of Ke-
fauver in their headquarters. The
I only reason, they're giving lip
service is so they'll have a claim
to patronage should the national I
:ticket win."
Dr. Walker predicted a 25.000
Negro vote for Stevenson and Ke-
fauver.
Another Walker, Businessman
W. W., (lidding Eisenhower's
promise to "send your boys home
from Korea," allowed that he "is
still sending them home, from
the Ford plants, from Interna-
tional Harvester, and other pla-
ces of employment."
"It revealed Negro children in Refreshments were served.
unpainted, unheated and unlighted
buildings not fit for human habi•
tation. It found few taxes levied
for support of Negro education. It 
resident
, found state money provided for
who achieved the heights of elo- i tion Bible class and Youth Train-
 the purpose of bringing Negro I 1Vinning, livestock exhibitors 
vestigation. The Chicago C o n-
(Continued Irom Page 1) 
more than 25 cents a pound.
quence in commending Stevenson ing program at the Vanc
e Avenue teachers pay up to white teachers ' 
in gressman says the subcommittee
as `11 champion of civil rights" Church of Ch
rist. , . . pay but the money provided I and completely ignore the views 
the junior division included:
Dairy bull — S. B. Nelson of operating illegally and that he
which conducted the hearing was
life- are "illusory" and "reckless."
and indicting the Eisenhower ad- He leaves, in a
ddition to a wid- never reached Negro teachers nor of southern Negroes. This, Dr. Arlington, Tenn.. first; William 
would try to block any further
ministration. ow, •Mrs. Ludor
n Holmes, two was it returned to the state. It Johnson states, is part of the Edwards of 8352 Ellis rd., second, fund to
 it.
Jack, one of the party's oratori- (low. Mrs. Ludorn Holmes,
 two also found padding of school at- -southern way."
cal big guns in New York, called tendance
 records. 
Aged cows— Terry Yarbrough Gospel singers f r o m several
children, two step-children, h i s
the Republican truth teams mothe
r, 11. brothers and sisters, "Most unusual and most funda- 
tolideisccriteedsitatsntaegnraetxiaonmpblye elpfroortys. oHfillAodfamAsri,inIg'Leonnn,sseofiornsdt;. Omega churches will 
furnish music for
"alibi Ike teams to hide a record 
other relatives and friends, mental in the report was the pub- l ing" that Negro children are not Fat steers and heifers 
the program on which the debate
pounds) Douglas E. Woods of Bo- DECIDING VOTE
_ (goo will be a feature.
Tennessee, a traditionally De-
mocratic state, went Republican
by a small majority in 1952 and
the Negro vote has been cited as
n the pr en- •
the deciding factor this year
he Washing of Clarksdale, Miss.,
Veterans attending the confer
Fair cher of 
Hernando, Miss., who ex-
hibited the prize beef cow, and
John Ganimon of Marion, Ark.,
whose entry was tops among
dairy cows. Gammon also exhibit-
ed winners in the hog judging.
Registered sows—Gammon first
and second, T o m Sanderlin of
Stanton, Tenn., third; Gammon,
fourth, and George Freeman of
Bartlett, fifth.
Registered boar — Simuel Flagg
ors Stanton. first; Gammon, sec-
ond; N. Gsiffin of Eads, Tenn.,
third; Katherine Sanderlin of Stan-
ton, fourth, and Roosevelt Cathey
of Coldwater, Miss., fifth.
Fat hogs — Charlie Becton of
Memphis, first; Robert Owen of
Clarksdale. Ark., second; Becton,
third and fourth, and Freeman,
fifth.
Registered gilts — Sammie Lu-
cas of 2652 Rust, first; Van Sand-
erlin of Stanton, second; Lucas,
third; Claude Sanderlin of Stan-
ton, fourth, and Freeman, fifth.
Club exhibits (domestic arts)—
Stitch and Chat Club, first; Klon-
dyke Community Aid Club, sec-
ond; Lady's Friendship Guild,
third; YWCA Art Club, fourth, and
Henley's Flower Shop, fifth.
County agricultural exhibits --
Shelby County, first, Washington
County, Miss., second.
Dawson
of broken promises and fumbling
l d h. ."
He aroused the enthusiasm of 500 Southern
the audience when he tore into 
the Republican claims of prosperi- Boards Adopt
ty.
"Prosperity to r who?" t he I 4.
1 
.
Manhattan borough President de-
manded. "Have you been able to Despite headlined violence, near-
save any money?' ly 500 southern school boards have.
BROWN PRESENT taken steps to desegregate their
"No " the crowd thundered, public schools since the Supreme
Significant was the presence on Court's decision of May, 1954, ac-
the rostrum of New York City cording to Nation's Schools, school
Councilmen Earl Brown who administration journal.
greeted Stevenson warmly. Brown Enrolling about II per cent of
was violently opposed to the can- the Negro pupils in the South,
dictate in the past and has ex- those boards have yielded to a
pressed his ,op.position in )10. col: .varlety of forces and factors. All
umn in the New York Amster- have adapted their manner of
darn News. , compliance to the particular lo-
A galaxy of show business cal conditions of the community.
personalities, headed by t h e All are located in the "border"
popular master of ceremonies,' states of Delaware, Maryland,
Willie Bryant, kept the crowd en-1 West Virginia, Kentucky, Missow-
tertained until the speaking be- ri, Oklahoma and Texas; t h e
gan. They included Shelley Win- District of Columbia, and the two
ters, Tallulah Bankhe d, Preston Mid-South statea of Arkansas and
Foster and Nancy Kelly. tgwa Tennessee
uEltion of a table of annual coun-
ty expenses per pupil. In DeSoto
county the expense for education
per white child was $182 while
$17.00 was for the Negro child. In
Marshall county it was $152 against
$26 and in Benton County it was
$199 against $34.
"Yet in Mr. Williams' state of
Mississippi a million black men
and women have submitted for a
100 years to the theory of sep-
arate but equal school facilities.
"They have seen the genius of
their children liked the miser's
money sealed up and too often
d f prejudice,
"Mr. Williams and his Party
must take the full responsibility
for the Washington affair and the
Negroes of this country shouldn't
be calling to Mr. Eisenhower and
others to stop it. They can stop it
themselves by their vote in No-
vember.•"
The University of Illinois Libra-
ry — largest state university cil-
,lection in the nation — contains
I nearly four million items.
STERLING SALT
brings out the best in food!
DELICIOUSI HAMIDURGER
or any other dish—tastes its best when properly
cooked and seasoned with Sterling Salt. Sterling
Salt's pure, snow-white "sparks of flavor" dissolve
quickly, cotnpletely, adding extra zest and aparkh
to the rich, natural flavors of food. Got Sterling Sal
at your grocer's today. Plain, or Iodized for you
family's health protection. Guaranteed damp proof
or double your money back.
STERUNG SALT—in the box with the premium offer on the back
Pit001.1CT OF INTIERNAT1ONAL SALT CO INC
as capable intellectually as white
children. -It is a tortuous 
logic'.I that would use the tragic results
of inequality to establish the need
'of continuing it." •
Dr. Johnson observes, in this 
connection, that
sive intelligence tests for army re-
cruits, Negro recruits from Ohio,
where better schools are avail-
able, scored higher than white re-
cruits from es ery state of the
South except Florida, where there
has been an appreciable northern
migration.
He concludes with the observa-
tion that this is not basically a
struggle between whites and Ne-
groes, or the North and the South.
or between the national and inter-
national points of view, but a
struggle between those who be-
lieve in democracy and those who
do not.
(Continued from Page I)
ing Bee. The station was co-spon-
sor of the Talent Search Contest.
I, Radio Station WLOK, dominat-
ing the stoge in the Merchant's
Building, presented among its.top
talents the Southeri, Wonder Sing-
ers under direction of R. L. Wea-
ver. Overwhelming crowds turned
out to hear the popular recording
artists.
THE WINNERS
Vahness Henry Moore, 12,
daughter of Mrs. Ida E. Moore,
1382 S. Parkway E., a ninth-gra-
der at Hamilton High, spelled
"meticuously" and "mitigate" to
win the first annual spelling bee
sponsored by WDIA. Vahness fin-
ished second in the Press-Scimi-
tar's Negro spelling bee last May.
Vahness and her teacher will re-
ceive an expense-paid trip to
Washington next spring.
Second, $25, went to Mary Alice
Gatlin, Brunswick eighth grader,
who stumble-1 on "meticulously,"
with third $15, to Magnolia Mc-
Coy, ninth grader ei Shelby Coun-
ty Training School, Woodstock.
Airman John Anthony, 20, Al-
, Pa.. sailor stationed
Millington, won first in the clas-
sical division of a talent contest,
also sponsored by WDIA, singing
"I Walk With G o d." He gets a
trip to New York.
Carroll McSwain, jr., 840 Walk-
er, a senior at Booker T. Wash-
ington High, won first in the pop-
War division, singing "Every-
body's Got A Home But Me," a
blues song. He gets a trip to Chi-
cago.
A 4-H Club sale was held after
the livestock judging with the top
price of $276.50 ping to Henry
Jones, jr., of Fayette County,
Tenn, He sold his 1,105 - pound
grand champion steer to the Mem-
phis Packing co., for a fraction'
liver, Tenn., first; Otha Williams
of Clarksdale, Ark, second (600
pounds) Herbert Collins, jr., of
Dundee, Miss., first; Harry Jones
of Somerville Tenn.. second; Wil-
third; Thomas Austin, jr., of Burl-
son, Tenn., fourth; Freddie Mac-
tin of Stanton, Tenn , fifth; David
Daniels of Jonestown, Miss., sixth;
Harold Love of Wynn, Ark., sev-
enth.
A dairy calf c,wned by Yar-
brough was the only entry in that
classification and, as prescribed by
the rules, the owner received a
second-place award. Edwards won
a similar award when he placed a
lone entry in. the yearling heifer'
competition.
First-place winners in the sen-
ior division include(' Charles Flet-
(Continued from Page 1)
cratic leader, will appear as a
spokesman for his party.
Lt. George W. Lee, who earlier
was named as a speaker on the
program for the Republicans, told
the Defender he had never agreed
to debate on the program and
that he would not take any oth-
er part above the role he played in
getting the two Republican speak-
ers to Memphis.
Congressman Dawson was re-
cently in the news in connection
with the Washington school in-
• 
•
ence will hear talKs on
and rights and will file applica-
tions and petitions as well as
complaints which Attorney Estes
says will prove without a doubt
"that the Negro veteran is be-
ing denied many of his lawful
rights because of his color."
Veterans from at least five
states will be in attendance.
Foreign Students
LINCOLN UNIVERSITY. Pa .
Fifteen new foreign stpdentsgare
currently enrolled at Li41DJs us-
, iversity.
AUTOMOBILE SALES
COMPANY
Has Them!
PLYMOUTH'S (Two Door)
START AT
$1645
DESOTOS (Big Roomy)
START AT
$2295
SEE CHARLES WASHBURN YOUR
COLORED SALES MANAGER
AT
AUTOMOBILE SALES
COMPANY
"Your Value Headquarters for 40 Years"
309 UNION PHONE: 411. 3-1381
•
•
•
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NEW TYLER AME
Mow Tyler AME church will
save as its guest at 11 a. m.,
Sunday, Rev. S. H. Herring. The
Senior choir will furnish the mu-
sic. Mrs. Louise Hines is the pi-
anist.
The M&N Singers will present
musical at 7:30 p. m. They
are sponsored by the No. 1 Usher
Board.
Sunday school at 9:30 a. m.,
will be under the supervision of
Mrs. Alma Bowen and Prof.
Isiah Goodrich, Jr. Miss Jacque-
line Flowers will direct the ACE
League a'. 5:30 p. m.,
Prayer meeting will be held
at 7 p. m. on Wednesday. On
Thursday at 8 p. m., the Senior
choir rehearsal will be held.
Rev. H. W. Henning is the
pastor. Milton Foster is the secre-
tary.
1111 ST. JUDE BAPTISTCulminating worship at St.
Jude Baptist church Sunday, at
$ p. m., will be the monthly mu-
sical. The combined choir of
the church will render it. A group
of talented ladies will give a few
special selections.
' William H. Davis will conduct
the Sunday school at 9:15
a. m. The morning worship will
be held at 11 a. m. The Rev.
A. H. Charles, the assistant pas-
tor, will officiate.
Baptist Training Union has been
set for 6 p, m.
•
Dr. Davis
Stresses
Progress
By MABEL B. CROOKS
NASHVILLE — Addressing the
largest student body in the his-
tory of Tennessee State university
last week, President W. S. Davis
stressed fourteen points of devel-
opment planned and in progress
for the institution.
Dr. Davis was speaking at the
opening convocation of the school
year 1956-57 where the Fall Quart
er enrollment already had been an-
nounced by Vice President A. V.
Boswell as 2,800 students repre-
senting 31 states and seven for-
eign countries The teacising fat
tilt), now numbers 187.
At the opening exercises greet-
ings were extended by Rev. J'. F.
Grimmitt for the American Bap- ,
tist Theological ;Seminary Dr.
George N. Redd for Fisk univer-
sity and Dr. Harold D. West for Health ClubMeharry Medical college.
MAJOR DEVELOPMENTS
Nine major developments over a In Election
period of 13 years were reviewed
by the president. fhese, he point-
ed out, had given students great
er opportunities (1) to receive bet
ter education, (2) to serve more
nobly, and (1) to enjoy an abund-
ant life.
Among the fourteen points of de-
velopment he gave in terms of the
growth and service of the univer-
sity. Dr. Davis emphasized the or-
ganization of departmental com-
mittees for continued improve-
ment and advancement of research
graduate studies; the est ablish-
lishment of communications clinic
to aid in the development of oral
as well as written speech; the en-
largement of the physical plant;
the continued practice of thrift as
a method of improving citizenship;
and further improvement of fac-
ulty as well as student contribu-
tions to the learning processes.
IFamily Service Goal:
Blue Ribbon' Homes
Rev. W. H. Mosby is the minis-
ter.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH,
BROAD STREET
Annual Women's Day Observ-
ance will be held at the First Bap-
tist church, Sunday. Rev. S. L.
Hampton will deliver the main
address. The public is invited.
Rev. H. C. Cherry is the pas-
tor of First Baptist church, Broad
street.
CLAYBORN TEMPLE AME
Sunday is annual Missionary
Day at the Clayborn AME church.
The general public is asked to
come and celebrate the day with
the congenial congregation.
The morning message at 11
a. m., will be delivered by Evang-
elist Lola Jeltz. Speaking at 3:30
p. m. will be Miss Helen Gard-
ner of Bellevue Baptist church.
Mrs. Dorothy Merin is the presi-
dent of the Missionary auxiliary.
Publicity chairman for the observ-
ance is Mrs. Luvenia J. Carri-
dine.
Rev. William Bell is the pastor
of Clayborn Temple AME church.
ST. STEPHEN BAPTIST
The pastor of St. Stephen Bap-
tist church, Rev. 0. C. Criven,
and delegates will attend the
Friendship District Association
in Arlington, Tenn.. this Thursday.
It will be held at the Belmont
Baptist church with Rev. L. R.
Donson as host pastor. Rev. J.
L. Collins of Keel Avenue Baptist
church, Mempnis is moderator.
For the membership, Sunday,
services will be regular. Dr. F.
L. Stephen will conduct the Sunday
school at 9:15 a. m. The inspir-
ing sermon by the pastor, at 11
a. m., will be followed by corn-
in union.
The Baptist Training Union
will convene at 6:30 p. m. Com-
munion will be administered again
at 8 p. m.
PROGRESSIVE BAPTIST
Monday will mark the begin-
ning of the Ninth Anniversary
Celebration of the pastor, Rev. 0.
C. Collins, and his wife. The ob-
servance will be held a week with
a dynamic speaker every night.
A program by the deacon
board will spotlight the service,
Sunday. It is scheduled for 3
p. m.
A. J. Terry will conduct the
Sunday school at 9 a. m. The
morning sermon will be delivered
by the pastor.
The Baptist training union will
be held at 6:30 p. m. Alfred
Thurman is the director.
Service at 8 p. m. will be
in charge of the young people of
the church.
New officers of the Annie L.
Brown Health club were named at
the regular meeting held at the
residence of Mrs, A, L. Higgins.
The meeting opened with a devo-
tional led by Mrs. A. Smith.
Officers are:
Mrs. A. L. Higgins, president;
Mrs. Zettie Miller, second vice;
Mrs. R. Anderson, secretary; Mrs.
B. Harris, financial secretary;
Mrs. L. M. McFadden, correspond-
ing secretary; Mrs. M. McG.'ugh-
cy, assistant secretary, and Mrs.
Porter, treasurer.
Mrs. Higgins made a report on
the National Federation of Color-
ed Women's clubs held in Miami,
Fla.
Members were happy to have
back in meeting Mrs. J. Bomar
:who had been confined . to her
'home for several months due to
I illness.
r thati ACRONIZEO
The Freshest, Tasfiest Chicken You've Ever Eaten
PURNELL'S PRIDE
Is.
INSPECTED
us.
GRADE A
"Terre Thrill Of The Deep South '
THE ONLY U.S.
INSPECTED
AND
U. S. Graded
FRESH
CHICKEN
On The Memphis Market
By MRS. TAYLOR COOPER
(Member Family Service
Case Committee)
The regular monthly meeting of
the Family Service Case commit-
tee was held Wednesday, Oct. 10
in the office of the agency, 161
Jefferson.
Rev. A. MeEwen William s,
the committee, presided . Prob-
lems of older people in families
was the topic which was discuss-
ed.
Last week we were all interested
in the 43rd annual Tri State Fair,
operated by and for Negroes of
the Mid South. It Was a show of ,
Handicrafts, talent, livestock and
agricultural products — a show
into which a tremendous amount
of work was put by both man-
agement and exhibitors.
"BLUE RIBBON"
My part in the Fair was to dis-
tribute pamphlets ir the health, an
welfare booth. I also observed the
exhibits from various schools, and
was impressed to see so many
family groups attending. I felt
sure that they were studying the
exhibits to find new and better
ways of making the best of what
they have in their homes. This
brought home to me the similarity
between the good harvest the far-
mer makes and the harvest of
happier families brought about by
the work of the counsellors at
Family Service.
Blue ribbons at the Fair, gold-
en corn, snowy cotton and prize-
winning farmer's re-
wards for excellence and effort.
The standards in "blue ribbon"
homes are also high — in whole-
someness, affection and sharing of
happiness.
READY TO HELP
When soggy rains or sizzling sun
plaque a farm, the farmer must
use every means he knows to Assistant Secretary of Labor.
Ernest Wilkins was chief U. S.
Delegate to the American States
Conference to head the important
van, Cuba, from Sept. 3-15.
The American States Confer-,
enae, which is held every i e
years, is the 1LO's major forum
in the Americas. Serving with Mr.
Wilkins on the Delegation were
representatives of the Department
finding the right job — planning
for marriage.
To meet life's changes—
Those middle years — illness,
injury, or death — children leav-
ing home — ietirement — making
older years useful and content.
HAPPINESS HAM EST
The agency at 161 Jefferson Is
a friendly place, staffed w it h
counsellors trained in helping peo-
ple solve personal problems. In a
small private office people s It
down and talk freely about their '
mistakes, their misgivings, with-
out fear of blame or criticism.
Many worried people have found
this the only place where they
can come to grips with their prob-
lem and see how to channell the
energies in the right way.
Families are mo most valuable
crop. And when people are en-
abled to do their best and to
meet life with courage, they reap
a harvest of happier days.
This is the month when we need
to harvest Red Feather dollars in
the Community Chest campaign.'
As a Case Committee member for I
many years, I know the fine wo?ic
that Family Service and the oth-
er Community Chest agencies are
doing for our Memphis and Shel-
by County families. Your support
is needed to make the program of
Family Service and the othe r!
Chest agencies possible.
Wilkins Led
Delegates
iTo Havana
save his crop. And when a per-
son, or a family, is plagued by ,
worry, Family Service is a ready
source to help. Our counsellors are ,
here to help you or someone you I
know — to enjoy your family life.
To have loving relationships —
agree on family di cisions — han-
dle family finances — cultivate
mutual interests — plan for the
future.
To give your children a good
start — throagh habit training—
discipline—teaching them to make
their own d"' in.— gettina the
most out of school — play and
and creative actieaties — guilding
teen-agers toward independence
being pal and parents.
To work out personal problems.
Finding friends — making decis-
ions more cavity — gaining self-
confidence, enjoying your work or,
of Labor an,! other Government
agencies and the Government of
Puerto Rico, and nadependent rep-
resentatives of American labor
and American management.
Mr. Wilkins was chosen by the
Conference tohead the important
Selections Committee which acts
as the steering committee of the
Conference and which decided
some of the most controversial is-
sues before the assembled dele-
gates.
MAKE BEAUTY CULTURE YOUR CAREER!
REGISTER TODAY
IDELLA'S BEAUTY SCHOOL
I pledge to give the best in training. I am a certified beau-
tician ; and studied hair styling, haircutting and makeup from
the best known artists in the field of cosmetology at home and
abroad: Canada; Paris, France, London, England.
For Information Call or Write
MRS. IDELLA M. McNICHOLS - 581 Walker Avenue
Memphis 6, Tennessee — WH. 8-8493
Internationally Noted
Minister and Radio Personality
Appearing in Memphis
With Chorus
Rev. Clarence Cobb
Reverend Clarence H. Cobb, of Chicago, minister a the First
Church of Deliverance with his 34 voice choir will appear here
Thursday night, November 8, at Mason's Temple, 938 S. Mason
st. Appearing again where he spent his boyhood days will be
for benefit of the Abe Scharff YMCA, sponsor of the engage-
ment
INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT REV. COBB
He and his choir of the First Church of Deliverance have be-
come almost legendary in the church life of virtually a mil-
lion people. •
*The temple, built on Chicago's Southside at 4315 S. Wabash
ave., is one of the finest in the city.
*Approximately 3,000 communicants worship there every Sun-
day and his radio listeners on Sunday evenings have been
estimated to include approximately 500,000 people.
Most popular group-and radio singers in mid-west.
He will carry out a full church program as in Chicago.
Advance sales $1.00—at door MS
print je homrlion
EZIEKEL BELL
Bell Studying
Theology On
$1,825 Grant
1C Of C's Sales Clinic
Gess Off To Fine Start
Ezieket Bell, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Don Bell, 1632 Brookins st.,
Dougless Subdivision, is the recip-
ient of a $1,825 Fellowship from the
Rockefellow Brothexs Foundation
which will be served in the school
df Theology at the University of
Chicago this Fall.
Bell is a product of the Douglas.;
Community. His mother is a house-
wife and mother of several chil-
dren, and his father is an employee
of the Consumer Coal and Ice
Company.
As a student in Douglass High
school, Bell began to distinguish-
himself in his junior year. He was
elected president of the junior
class, president of the student
council, was a delegate to Boys
State in Nashville, and was second
place winner in the city-wide Jun-
ior Chamber of Commerce's "I
Speak For Democracy" contest.
EXCELLED AT STATE
Bell went from Douglass to A
& I state university'. He followed
the same pattern of excellent
scholarship and constructive ac-
tivities. Having been the valedic-
torian of his high school class, he
also finished first in the Auguat
graduating class of 182 students
from A & I. His major was his-
tory.
While a student at A 8E L Bell
further distinguished himself les
winning ory 
he was the president 
Study
.ident of he East
Dormitory club; superintendent of
the R. E. Clay Sunday School;
president of the Future Teachers ,
of America; president of the Inter-
national Relations club, University
counselor, University debater.
president of the senior class of
1956, member of the Alpha Kappa
Mu, Kappa Delta Pi, and Sigma .
Rho Sigma honorary societies, '
vice president of the Phi Beta Sig-
ma fraternity, and assistant to the
university minister.
sponsored by the Memphis Negro
Chamber of Commerce got off to
a good start Thursday, Oct. 4, at
7:30 p.m.. in the lecture hall of
Lealoyne college.
The first annual sales el ini c1 C. J. Gaston, executive secretary
of the Chamber, says that some
' 60 persons have enrolled for the
course which will last for f i v e
weeks.
Classes are being taught by
! members of the Memphis Sales
Executives club which is comp°
ed of the top flight sales souru•
tives in the City of Memphis. The
first class was taught by George
Bates, president of the Memphis
sales executives club and Gerold
Owen. sales consultant for many
of the major concerns of AMellet.
i Anyone desiring to enroll can do
so at the next class which will be
held Thursday night, Oct. 11,
•
IF
YOU CAN
FIND A BETTER
BOURBON
...BUY IT"
•
Every drop of Ancient Age is distilled in one place ... in Frankfort, Kentucky. Of the three
leading bourbons, Ancient Age is the only one that can claim this advantage. We never put
anyone else's whiskey in our bottles... it's all our own. And we make all of our whiskey only
at the original distillery, right in the heart of the bourbon country. That's why the taste and
flavor of this superb bourbon is always the same...bottle after bottle, year 'after year. That's
why Ancient Age is the fastest growing bourbon in America! Kentucky Straight Bourbon
Whiskey • 6 Years Old • 86 Proof • rs Ancient Age Dist. Co., Frankfort, Ky.
minules from '•
downtown MEMPHIS'
NOW OPEN
OUR
MEZZANINE TABLES
For Colored
"The South's Finest"
•
•
•
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ABRAHAM SENT t4;5 SERVANT
TO YES AMA, ABRANANI
HOME LAND, TO SEEK A
WIFE FOR 14.5 SON.ISAAC.
CHRISTIAN WORKERS
SCHOOL LEADERS—In con-
ference (Upper photo) during
last night are members of
the Board of School Adminis-
tration. Reading from left
are: L. C. Suttles, Mrs, Irene
ON THE EVENING OF KS ARRIVAL AT
NAHOR RESTED HIS CAMELS AT
A WELL OUTSIDE THE CITY, WHERE
WOMEN_ WERE DRAWING WATER.
Gleeden, J. S. Isabel, L. H.
Royce. cha'rman: Mrs, Maud-
dean Thompson Seward.
dean: J. `A. Dickey, co-chair-
man: Mrs. Ida McNeil, ()'Dan-
idl Jeans, treasurer, and Mrs.
Minnie Hill. secretary, Togetb•
THEN 1.€ PRAYED THAT THE DAMSEL
WHO WOULD GNE HIM AND HIS
CAMELS DRINK WOULD eE THE CItE
WHOM HE WAS SEEKING.
er in lower photo are mem-
bers of the faculty. Reading
clockwise they are: Rev. W.
C. Holmes, Mrs. Eddie 0.
Rodgers, Mrs. Mosetta
aughn. R e v. J. M. Hill.
Mrs. Seward, dean: Rey. A.
Sponsored By• 
IMAM MARK
AMERICA'S FAVORITE
MILK and ICE CREAM
iNew Coffee
'Table Keeps
Liquid Hot
MISSISSIPPI
WATER VALLEY
By CHESTER A. HAWKINS, Jr.
Mrs. C. W. Moore is visiting
relatives in Chicago, Ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Suggs of
Los Angeles, Calif. spent the week
here with his mother and other;
relatives.
Mrs. Theodo Austin of Chicago
visited his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Will Austin, recently.
Hosea Guy, his two brothers, ;
Sammie and Dewitt and Daniel :
Rogers of Cotton Plant, Ark., were '
called to Oxford for the last rites I
of their niece's husband who was
killed in a car accident.
The last rites were held for
Mrs. hlattie Luster on September
27th at Duff Chapel CME church,
near Serepta, recently. The eulo-
gy was delivered by Rev. W.
C. Covington.
Of all the uses to which coffee
tables are put, perhaps the least
frequent is to serve coffee.
Trays or tea carts usually take
over this function so that the cof-
fee can be served piping hot.
But at least oese furniture com-
pany has designed a coffee table
especially dedicated to serving
coffee, and what's more, with pro-
visions for keeping the coffee hot.
This is a rectangular table, in
natural grain walnut, shown at the
Western Furniture Mart in S a n
Francisco.
It has a top panel which slides
back, resealing a coffee stand
placed over a fat candle. The can-
dle, when lighted, provides t h e
necessary heat.
Coffee service over, the panel
slides back and the table is ready
for the thousand
Southern Tour
CAMBRIDGE, Mass —
— 
Harvard university's southern
basketball tour was cancelled
last week Is protest against segre
Ration praeilicsa, even though there
Is no Negro on its varsity squad
The tour was cancelled by the
Harvard committee on athletics,
It included games with the Quan-
tico, Va., Marines; Univ. of North
Carolina; Georgia Tech, and Loy.
I ola university at New (Mean,
Ls.
ONE POUND YOU, Choic• of . . . MILD or HOT
City of Memphis Inspected wail Pelted
Try
CRIBBS'
Mild, Whole Hog
COUNTRY SAUSAGE
PURE PORK
CONTENTS: While Hog, Solt, Block Pepper, Soso, sad Pee Peppier
J. H. CRIBBS
2870 Starling Pt. Memphis, Tenn.
NIT WEIGHT
fit. 20
Tel. 34-1229
E. Andrews, Mrs. Zane Rog-
ers Ward, Mrs. Alta M. Lem-
on. Miss Dorothy Ewell. Fa-
culty members not seen are
Miss Harry Mae Simons and
Rey. D. Warner Browning.
(Newsom Photos)
School For Christian Workers Ends Aug. Highway
Sixth Session With Success Report Toll Al 3,600
I The Memphis School for
Christian Workers, closed its sixth
year in Memphis on a high note
last Friday night at Beulah Bap-
tist church, reporting a higher than
expected enrollment.
An attendance total of 69 for the
session was announced by L. H.
Bryce, chairman of the Board of
School Administration, and Mrs.
Mauddean Thompson Seward, dean
of international standard leader-
ship education, division of Chris-
tian education. National Council of
the Church of Christ in the U. S.
of America.
There were 58 students. 10 teach-
ers and the dean, representing
se; en denominations and 15 dif-
ferent churches. Expected enroll-
ment had been set at 50.
SESSION SPEAKERS
Inspirational speakers for the
session were Rev. H.C. Nabrit,
Lauderdale: Rev. H. McDonald
Nelson, minister of St. James
AME and Rev. W. C. Holmes, pas-
tor of the host church, Beulah
Baptist.
Devotional leathers were Rev.
A. E. Andrews. Rev. J. M. Hill.
Res. D. Warner Browning. L. H.
Falls. and Rev. A Keys assisted
L. H. Boyce.
The third series school under
Dean Seward will open its sec-
ond session in 1957 and students
and Christian workers who have
their third certificates of Pro-
gress or equivalent. may enroll to
begin work on their certificates of
achievement. More information
may be had by calling the dean
at WH. 8-6391.
SEVERAL ENVITT.A'TIONS
The Board of School Adminis-
tration is composed of represen-
tatives from every church in at-
tendance at the Memphis School
for Christian Workers and its po-
licies provide that the faculty al-
so be composed of the different
denominations whose parent body.
is a member of the National coun-
cil.
The school acknowledged sever-
al invitations from various denomi-
nations for the meeting next
year including one from Beulah
which treated the entire enroll-
ment to a fine entertainment in
Fellowshop Hour Friday night.
C. THOMAS P.4.16E
President. Baptist Industrial Col-
lege and Seminary. Hernando,
Miss.
RELAX DE LUXE
ENJOY
BOURBON
della
THE LUXURY BOURBON
It's good to relax ... to drop your
troubles ... to be at luxurious ease.
That's the time to enjoy Bourbon
de Luxe, so lavish in flavor, so
satisfying. Relax de luxe ... enjoy
Honcho's de Lu‘e
KENTUCKY'S BEST— YET COSTS NO MORE!
1.'util JAI
Sirolgel
14.-ortien
altiskt4
us.... 6.1...
DIE BOURBON DE LUXE COMPANY. DIVISION of NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS
CORPOR4VION. LOUISVILLE, Y. KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY a
—SI Pf
Do you ever stop to notice the
signs of the times?
Everyone should stop sometimes
and take notice what is taking
place about him. This time of year
the trees are teeing on a new
hue, the leaves are beginning to
fall back upon mother earth from
whence they came. Men are be-
ginning to think in terms of the
winter, Thanksgiving. Christmas,
snow, cold and tne like.
But that is not all. As one looks
at the current issues of the news-
papers he sees, BABY STOLEN
FROM CARRIAGE, MAN SLAIN
BY WIFE. JOHN ARRESTED —
DRIVING DRUNK, etc., etc. From
all outward appearances some-
thing is drastically wrong
WHAT'S HAPPENING
I find myself stopping and won-
dering just what i; taking place?
Apparently -rien ate getting weary
• of the things as God would have
them be.
' Maybe some men are trying
to escape from some inner voice
that speaks to them .day and
night reminding them of their
shortcomings. In the midst of it
all they like Jacob of old are try-
ing to run away from the real
. issues of life.
Take the first case for an in-
stance — here Yoe find a worn-
The National Safety Council re-
ported yesterday that 3,600 per-
sons met death on the nation's
highways during August, marking
the 18th consecutive month in
which the traffic death toll has
increased.
, responsibility mutt now rise to ,
a new sense of duty that those I
who are coming behind us might i
have a gleaming light to guide
them to higher and nobler heights.
There must be s sign post in
the life of every person. That sign
post must remind him of the dang-
erous curves, the pit-falls, a n d
the liken hernan endeavors.
MY CONTRIBUTION?
Today, in the midst of all the
confusion each one of us must as-
sun' our places or responsibility
and lead people to higher and
nobler heights where the real will
. We could go on and on and make , of God will be realized..1
a long list of the things many I As one looks at the world today !
people are doing daily out of des- ' in its decaying conditions each
peration. The man who gets in a should ask himselt the question,
car and driver down the street what contribution ant I making to
under the influence of whiskey by , make the world the type of world
j all standards of measnrementsi we have today?
must be missing in the sounder
standards of value All of t h e
forementioned things force me to
believe that we are living in a sick
world. In the final analysis we
live in a world where power, so-
cial prestige, materialism, a n d
education have become the cri-
teria of the goodness and evil of
our day and time. The very fact
that there are those who have
come to the place of reason where
they have no real significance
of what life has to offer in terms
of virtue, in terms of honesty
and the like, makes this world
a pretty bad place in which to
live.
STUMBLED TOO LONG
All in all there must be a re:
awakening in our thinking, our
behavior, and our outlook as far
as things moral and spiritual are
concerned. . . Too long we have
stumbled about in a moral and •
spiritual mist that has led us to
believe that there's no such thing
as reality as far as the real
things in life are concerned.
In each heart there must grow
something that will disturb it to
the extent that when hours of
temptation arrive it might be able
to reach back on added strength
and hold on to those things that
are wholesome. Tisere are time5,.
in each life when we have to
reach back eithin ourselves and
find something with a deep sig-
nificance that will lead us to a
finer and nobler way of life.
Too many, far too many of us,
are concerning ourselves with the
frills of life while the major things
. in life are being left untouched.
During World War II we saw
many people turn back to those
things that are vital. The church,
the lodges, the civic organiza-
tions all took on new significance
as far as they were concerned.
I hope that it will not be necessary
for such to come about again be-
fore many of us cer. find our bear-
ings and get back on the right
paths. With all that is going on
now those of us who have develop-
an motivated by the motherly ineseed a sense of moral and spiritual
stinct finding herself finally in the
grasp 
 s 
of thisthis desire so strongly
until just can't escape and
now when she can run no longer
she reaches in sern(one's carriage
and takes out the baby. All her
life she has subdued the ever
present desire to become a moth•
er because there were "things"
that she deemed important that
had to he done se she never got
around to having .1 child because
she never had timc Now in des-
per ition she grabs some one
else's child.
A SICK WORLD
YOUR
CHURCH
CAN BENEFIT FROM
GROUP SAVING OF VALUABLE
QUALITY STAMPS!
IT PAYS OFF WHEN YOU
POOL ALL OF YOUR
QUALITY STAMP BOOKS
FOR YOUR CHURCH!
DOES YOUR CmuitCH NEW- WOES YOUR **VP NEED—
An ORGAN or PIANO? CASH for Projects?
wi4ATIYIR YOUR NMI, THE CROUP SAVING OF QUALITY STAMPS WILL HELP'
HOW THE CLUB PLAN WORKS
THE QUALITY STAMP CO. AND THE FIRMS WHO GIVE QUACITY
STAMPS, have special arrangements for groups of stamp savers, such as
PTA, RELIGIOUS CLUBS AND GROUPS, LADIES AUXILIARIES, MEN'S
CLUBS', etc. We con supply LARGE SPECIAL ORDERS for playground,
equipment, electric organs, station wagons, etc., totes!, manias for
treasuries . . . when members pool their books and turn in 500 or more
books at one time . . . o marvelous opportunity for your organization'.
Contact the Quality Stomp Ca, 216 South Cleveland (Bornah Center) forl
details and information
Cottcentreto Your lkiyirtsi with the Firms Who Give Quedity Stomps'
Your Church Can Get Robes
As Shown By Saving
Valuable Quality Stamps
* *
JANA C. PORTER
Yes Madame,
I know you have noticed it
too - that deserts are becoming
a must with Octobers bright
crisp weather. A delicious
cheese pie with a flaky crust,
but not so delicate that it
crumbles to easily will fill the
order to the tee with Dad and
the small fry. Just follow my
advice and use Jack Sprat
Flour and make the kind of
Pastry mentioned above always
as Jack Sprat enriched wheat
flour makes perfect pastry
everytime. So be prepared keep
a bag of Jack Sprat enriched
wheat flour always on hand.
Use basic Pastry for Cheese
Pie
2 cups Jack Sprat flour; 1-2
teaspoon Salt; 2-3 cup short-
ening; ice water (about 1-3
cup). Mix salt with Jack Sprat
flour, work in shortening with
finger tips, or pastry mixer.
until shortening is evenly mix-
ed in bits no larger than peas.
Stir with fork and moisten to
dough with water. Pat into ball,
wrap in waxed paper and chill,
will make 2 one crust pies or
1 two crust pies.
Simple Cheese Pie: 1 pound
cottage cheese; 1-4 cup light
cream; 1-3 cup sugar; 1-2 tea-
spoon salt; "2 clip chopped
raisins; 3 eggs beaten; 1
tablespoons melted butter; 1
lemon„ rind and juice.
Line deep pie tin with pastry
and bake until delicate brown.
Press cheese thru seive, add
other ingredients and pour into
pie shell. Bake in moderate
oven (350 "F) until firm. Bye
for now, Jana Porter.
*
THESE STARS WERE SHINING BRILLIANTLY
THE STARS were shining briffbotly is mid-morning when this
recent Big Star Talent program was presented ever powerful
W D I A. These young stars did a topmetch job, the tame op-
portunity is offered le you tie show what you ea' do In the ex-
pression of year talent — a large and faithful audience makes k
a habit to tune in es the Big Star Talent show at 11:k1 each
Saturday morning, as an ever chategiog Woomera of youthful
talents enfolds.. Year Big Star Food Storrs are happy to bring
this opportanky to the boys and &Is of Memphis and the Mid-
Smith.
1st row: standing, Mary Lee Smith, Bernice Smith, Jo EvelY1
Grayson, Dardeen Weeds.
2.4 row' Betty Diggs, Emily Parker, Samuel Bowes, Barbara
Griffin, Ada C. Lee.
Church chairs and school sixthly groups are especially wviesaie.
If yes would like to arrange for your singing group to =die.
guest appearance on the show, Just contact the paper or WIPIA-
11
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SHANK PORTION
Pig Feet
Sliced Bacon
Sea Foods
I Braunschweiger
Whiting H G
Tom Turkeys
Shrimp
et Milk
Margarine
Tomato Soup
Heinz Ketchup
Baby Limas Garden
Medium Size
T op Taste
Campbell's
IO
Fresh
FOOD 6111113
Hormel Ready To Eat
Morrell Pride
Flavor Saver
4 Fishermen
assorted
16-20 lb.
Extra Fancy
lb 1 Oc
lb 55c
59c
29c
69c
lb 49c
5 ;-!,, $289
Tall
1
c
Can
2 lbs. 29c
10c
19c
19c
can
14-01.
Btl.
10-0z.
Pkg.
B-Oz.
Pkg.
Pkg.
5 Lb.
Box
American DeLuxe Coffee
 OR BUTT-PORTION
P
LUNCH MEAT
BOLOGNA
SPICED LUNCH
LIVER CHEESE
60z.
Pkg.
Your
Choice
Regular
Package
Limit
2 Pkgs.
3Limit Lb.
3 Lbs. Canf.
Standard Tomatoes g! 10c
Toilet Tissue
Purex
Green Beans
Peach Halves
Regular or Drip
Diamond
Miss
Hunt's
Lou
4 rolls 25c
pint
303
Can
21/2
Can
1-Lb.
CAN
15c
15c
25c
69c
ALL GREENS
This Is
Still The
Lowest
Price In
All Of
Memphis
C
BUNCH
FRED MONTESI
FOOD STORES
SALE PRICES GOOD ONLY AT CHELSEA & THOMAS OCTOBER 71 
)
1
Whore
Sl'EVENSO
• stands on CIVIL RIGHTS
ierw CHECK the RECORD!
1-004
to'
SCHOOL
DE-SEGREGATION
Protection Against
MOB VIOLENCE
Adlai STEVENSON•
As Governor of ILLINOIS'
STEVENSON ordered desegregation of schools in Alton and East St. Louis
for the first time. Before STEVENSON, not one Negro teacher waiteach-
ing in integrated schools extept in Chicago. With STEVENSON as Gov-
ernor, eleven major cities of Illinois hired Negro teachers. STEVENSON
denied state funds to schools .practicing segregation."
STEVENSON called out the National Guard to protect Negroes against
violence and to restore order in the race riots at Cicero. At STEVENSON'S
direction, the Illinois Attorney General's office assigned deputies for the
first tints to investigate-civil rights abuses.
_ _ _
•
'%•
STEVENSON, as Governor of Illinois7twice proposed isr4t4gsly
supported FEPC legislation. STEVENSON says: .71 don't believe a society
is truly free where race, color or creed is a bar to equality of opportunity
to earn a living:"
STEVENSON stated: "There is a moment at which Democracy mutt
prove its capacity to act. Every man has a right to be heard, but no man
has the right to strangle democracy with a single set of vocal cords." FILIBUSTER
STEVENSON stated: "As an American t am proud of President Truman
and the courage he has shown on this issue. I was proud to have an active
part in that fight as a member of the Illinois delegation to the Convention."
TRUMAN
CIVIL RIGHTS
PROGRAM
STEVENSON ordered desegregation of the Illinois National Guard. Earlier
,in his career STEVE‘NSON took the lead in achieving racial integration
in the Navy. Lieutenant Commander Dennis D. Nelson of San Diego, one
of the first Negroes commissioned by the Navy, states: "My commission,
and those of all Negro officers, are a result of Adlai Stevenson's work."
ARMED FORCES
SEGREGATION
GIVE CIVIL RIGHTS A FIGHTING CHANCE!
STP,I: 'SOH V:11 I. FINISH THE JOB ROOSEVELT %/7 F
AND TRUMAN STARTED W 0 Ti
STEVENSON and KEFAUVER
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Our Opinions
The Dismissal Of Dr. Coggins
The firing of Dr. Deborah Coggins, a
-year-old Florida county Health officer
ecause of an infraction of Southern race
etiquette, is one more evidence of immatur-
ity and irresponsibility of the Southern
states.
Dr. Coggins, Florida's only woman coun-
ty health officer, ate lunch with a Negro
nurse who is employed by the state board
of health as a midwife consultant. The
nurse thought that the matter which troubl-
ed her was of sufficient urgency for her to
seek Dr. Coggins' medical advice. The lunch
over which the matter Was discussed was in
the exclusive recess of a private dining
room, in deference, no doubt, to Florida's
tradition of inordinate racial bias .
However, this concession to prejudice
did not suit the emotional mood and primi-
tive temper of those natives who have little
respect for law and none for decency. Yield-
ing to the evil design of an ignorant, jeer-
ing crowd, a three-county commission sum-
- •rily dismissed both the health officer and
luncheon guest.
Dear reader, we regret the necessity for
commenting week after week on such un-
pleasant happenings. But, we MUST, lest
our silence be interpreted as condoning the
convulsive practices that injure our status
as human beings and our positions as citiz-
ens. These ugly circumstances force them-
selves upon us. And, we would be derelict in
our duty to our public were we not to ac-
cept the challenge.
We would rather write about the con-
quest of nature by modern science in an
atomic age, or discuss the comparative I.Q.
of the Eskimo or paint a word-picture of
the flowers that bloom in autumn or write
learnedly of the reasons why the grass is
not green in winter.
But it would be an unpardonable waste
of precious apace were we to do so in the
face of daily violations of our citizenship
rights and elementary privileges. You can-
not cure a malady by ignoring it, Race prej-
udice is a disease that must be attacked
wherever it occurs.
Florida's firing of both Dr. Coggins and
the Negro nurse must be censured as a dis-
grace to white civilization.
Fisk U. President Flays The South
President Charles S. Johnson of Fisk
University came out of his (Southern) cor-
ner literally swinging both fists at Dixie
in a devastating attact which has left the
South groggy.
Dr. Johnson, as every one knows, is giv-
en to considerable patience and forbearance.
But, the violence with which many of the
states below the Mason and Dixie line greet-
ed the Court's school decree, has stirred the
ire of the learned Fisk President.
Writing in a recent issue of the New
York Times magazine, Johnson was unspar-
ing in his criticism of the South's backward
arian economy, its medieval mores and
Vitics.
In his view, one which every enlighten-
ed person shares, the South is so busy de-
feating "civil rights" that scarcely any at-
tention is given to such matters as health,
welfare and the economy of the region.
Moreover, it was pointed out that those who
invest themselves with the authority to
speak for the South and preserve its idiotic
"way of life," are in truth the "greatest
present danger to American democracy."
By holding down nearly 10 million solely
for the purpose of perpetuating an inde-
fensible system, the South Is not only a
danger to American democracy, it is also
its own worse enemy. For, its social policy
has not only retarded the Negro, it has im-
poverished an economy that has all the war-
rants of productivity.
With impeccable logic, Dr. Johnson ob-
served that the most obvious and immediate
outlet for an expanding economy is the in-
creased purchasing power of the underde-
veloped markets at home. But, argued
Johnson that is impossible in a social econ-
omy that artificially limits earning power
through a restrictive social system.
"We cannot escape the fact," Johnson
declared, "that the Negro minority market
alone, even when held down by unequal op-
portunity and limited education to one half
its potential, is equal to the total wealth of
Canada or to our total foreign exports."
Johnson is of the opinion that basically,
the struggle for human rights is not be-
tween North and South or whites and Ne-
groes, or between the national and interna-
tional points of view. It is a struggle, he
said, between those who believe in democ-
racy and those who do not,
To-date, Dr. Johnson has the distinction
of being the lone educator North or South,
white or black with the moral courage and
conviction to speak above whisper and in
broad daylight concerning the South's nega-
tive philosophy in the context of American
democracy. In so doing he is rendering a
service to humanity at large.
What The People Say
• 
Thanks For Publicity
DEAR EDITOR: We are taking
this opportunity to express our
deep appreciation to you and your
staff for the full-length story as
well as newsshorts that you pub-
lished recently, exposing the views
of the NAACP on relocation in the
housing situation in Chicago
Heights.
Through your publications, we
are sure that the eyes of the pub-
lic have been opened to the facts
on the stand that this organiza-
tion has taken against segrega-
tion as it has so clearly been
noted iel the housing program
here.
This chapter has been bitterly
itici
r i zed for its attitude for right
he housing project. The truth
d not been told through a n 7
newspaper until the Chicago De-
fender published it. For that we
are indeed grateful.
Oscar L. Ballenger,
president
Gaye Cobb, secretary,
Chicago Heights chap-
ter of the NAACP.
4. • •
How Wards Are Lost
DEAR EDITOR: With interest
I read how interested Governor
William G. Stratton was in the Till
case in Mississippi, and yet show-
ed no concern in one who was his
standard bearer when he was a
candidate for Governor of Illinois.
This writer was endorsed for
committeeman by the Independent
Republican organization, of which
' i etph Nable was chairman. I was
first in the ward for Stratton.
W n he was elected, after a great
length of time, the governor spon-
sors' me on a job. After working
10 months or more, I was let out
without a cause.
It is such actions out of the big
Republican leaders that wards,
where the Negro vote is heavy that
this Democratic party is able to
build up a dominant organization.
George Howard, Chicago
• • •
Whoa!
Dear Editor: Hold your horses,
Miss Mary Wright. It's about
time Negroes stopped worrying
about the sacredness of the
church and the Isolated political
charlatans, etc.
It is an absolute must that our
ministers educate us on politics
(unbiased) as well as on religion.
There is no separation Our eco-
nomics depend upon our political
selection and our church depends
on our economics.—Beatrice Wil-
liams, Chicago, Ill.
*
Urges Fight
Dear Editor: Just what in the
world is wrong with us and our
children these d3ys? Regarding
the incidents of our children be-
ing Pushed around at these so-
called "white schools," don't our
kids have any kind of fight or
spunk in them?
Everyone knows — except those
low - grade, sadistic, cowardly
morons who are bothering and
intimidating these children — the
only way to stop those yellow-
bellies is to whale the very liv-
ing daylights out of just one or
to of them.
The law is not going to take
any action, lhe kids have just got
to defend themselves. All the kids
have to do is fight. — Earl M.
Crawford, Chicago.
Atom Power May Help
Save Food On Boxcars
Through a marriage of rails and
radioactivity, a device has been
designed which may revolutionize
methods of handling foods. Man's
newest source of Power is being
teamed with the railroad boxcar
to preserve meats, grains and ve-
getables.
Designs for radioactive boxcars
have been completed, and some of
them may be on rails within two
years, harnessing the atom for an-
other peacetime job.
According to the American As-
sociation of Railroads, boxcars
with built-in radioactive units will
irradiate corps et potatoes to inhi-
bit sprouting while in storage; the
same boxcar moved from Lou Is-
land to California, can destroy
the pestiferous Mexican fruit fly
which infests citrus crops. At oce-
an ports irradiated lbsettars will
treat seafoods to prolong storage
life. The cars may also move to
the Midwest tc destroy insects in
grain that cost an annual loss of
three billion dollars.
A ITS-ton mobile railroad unit
can process as much as 11 tons
of food an hour. Crops to be irra-
diated would be loaded on a con-
veyor belt and food would pass the
fuel element four times. Dosage
could be varied by the speed of
the conveyor belt so that every
fruit fly and grain weevil would
be killed, potatoes would n o t
sprout, and lobsters would remain
fresh.
Words of the Wise
If I could get to the highest
place in Athens I would lift up
mY voice and say: "What mean
ye. fellow chasmic that ye turn
every stone to acrape wealth
together, and take se little care
of your children, to whom ye
moat one day relinquish all?"
- - (Socrates)
  by Nat D. Williams
MENTAL FIRE TRAPS
Fire Prevenuon Week is under-
way in Memphis.
That's one of the most impor-
tant "weeks" on the community
calendar. And it's that for more
reasons than one. . .and for more
reasons than the usually trite ones
cited at fire prevention rallies and
on literature bearing on the sub-
ject.
It's a strange thing, but it seems
to be a tact that too many people
don't seem to be moved by infor-
mation and figures showing how
many lives were lost in fires over
a given period. They read about
little children and old folk being
charred by home fires in the mid-
dle of cold nights, and give a mo-
mentary, passing shiver. They
note front page headlines in the
newspapers retailing the grisiy sto-
ry of how some coal oil (kerosene)
stove has exploded and wiped out
some large, hard-pressed family,
and only shake their heads in a
brief flash of horror.
Then Fire Prevention Week rolls
around, and dedicated Fire De-
partment officials, school folk, and
civic leaders, join in trying to fo-
cus public attention on the haz-
ards of fires, and in seeking to
arouse public interest to the point
of doing something to prevent
fires. School kids are given post-
ers, circulars and other data to
take home to their parents. Young
women are selected to dramatize
and lend color to the campaign.
Parades are held; and fire should
really flare in the minds of folk.
And, it must be admitted that
some tangible degree of good has
resulted from the all-out Mem-
phis effort during Fire Prevention
Week. Memphis stands very high.
among American cities in t h e
matter of fire control and educa-
tion of its residents in fire pre-
vention. Everybody benefits. For
the strictly selfish the value of
their property is raised by low in-
surance rates. For others there are
the lives saved, the time saved,
the suffering missed, and t h e
peace of mind resulting from fire
But it's an unending war. . .any
fireman will tell you that. And it
is felt that one 01 the most strate-
gic battles to be fought in the
war is the winping of people's
minds. . .the cultivation of their
interest. . .the capturing of their
feelings to help win the ever-pres-
ent conflict.
The biggest fire-traps facing our
fire fighters is in people's minds.
The rotting tenement house in
which poor children die from fire,
first clutter up the hearts and
minds of the landlords who own
them. The fire hazards such as
defective wiring, un-cut weeds and
grass, defective heating apparatus,
careless use of matches, smoking
in bed, children left in over-heated,
closed houses, . .all these are
the outgrowths of "fire trap"
minds and attitudes.
The major purpose of Fire Pre-
vention Week is to eliminate the
hazards made possible by the
-ere trap" attitudes which grow
out of these "fire trap" minds and
hearts.
An interesting fact about fires
is that they are color blind, . .
respecting neither age, sex, class,
or religion. The presence of a
company of Negro firemen in
Memphis has its greatest value,
not in the jobs it provides for a
handful of Negro men, nor in
the transient pride it provides the
Negro community, nor in the "Ex-
hibit A" aspects it bears for the
Memphis Fire Department. T h e
greatest value the Negro firemen
have for the city of Memphis is
what the sight of them can do to
help eliminate the "fire-trap" men
tal attitude of too many Memphi-
ans of both races. The sight of
the firemen should be a remind-
er.
A visit of this unit of fire fight-
ers to the Negro schools, and even
to the white schools, would go a
mighty long ways to m eking
Memphis folk that much more con-
scious about the significance of
Fire Prevention Week. Now, what-
chubet!
Take School Row
To Texas Court
BEAUMONT, Texas — (INS) —
Court betties dominated the scene
at Beaumont where minor dis-
turbances have occurred at the
newly-integrated Lamar Tech col-
lege.
Hearings are scheduled from the
city court to the federal court, as
pickets protesting Negro attend-
ance at the college where kept
away from the campus
Three pickets who returned to
the campus gates after Police
Chief Jim Mulligan ordered all
picketing to cease were arrested
and charged with inciting a riot.
They are Mrs. A. W. Light-
foot, who was defeated for mayor
of Beaumont last spring; Durel
Franks: 32, and Leisel Shelander,
33. All three were freed on $500
bond after being held more than
three hours.
Franks was charged after he
was arrested the second time for
returning to the school. The first
time he was held for investiga-
tion and released. Hc promptly re-
turned to the picket line.
Briscoe filed an original charge
against Mericle Wednesday, and
his case was continued on hearing
Thursday, Mericle then filed a
cross charge.
Still another hearing is for Clar-
ence Mason, 39-year-old Negro cab
driver who allegediy brandished a
pistol when he was stopped by pic-
kets.
Also arrested in the same inci-
dent was Tom W. Sanford, a white
picket, who was charged with af-
fray. He allegedly put his hand on
the door of Mason's taxi to stop
the vehicle.
Ike Aide Hits
Chances For
Rights Bill
WASHINGTON — Howard Pyle,
White House aide to President
Eisenhower, told a Virginia audi-
ence last week that "civil rights
legislation would be less likely un-
der Eisenhower."
Pyle, who gained national atten-
tion when he declared in Detroit
that "the right to suffer is one of
the joys of a free economy," told
the Virginia audience that the ci-
vil rights legislation proposed by
the administration was "planned
to provide nothing more than sim-
ple justice in the occasional ex-
treme case where such action
would be considered fundamentally
humane."
Commenting on Pyle's stet e-
ment, Rep, William Dawson, vice
chairman of tbe Democratic Na-
tional Committee, said:
"This is another in the series
of amazing and revealing state-
ments Mr. Pyle has made. Despite
the efforts of the publicists of the
Eisenhower administration to show
otherwise, key spokesmen .for the
administration cannot help b u t
show the true colors of the Eis-
enhower administration and their
general contempt for the Ameri-
can people."
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SO WHAT?
"DIG THAT CR-A-A-AZY GUMBALL MACHINE!"
The Life Of Marilyn Monroe
As Told To Enoc P. Waters
My colleague to the left of me
on this page in the -Defender"
and fellow columnist of color,
Enoc P. Waters writes quite as
well in my opinion as some of the
white journalists to whom our Ne-
gro celebrities have lately been
entrusting their life stories in
ever increasing numbers. The
from-birth-to-fame history of
Miss Ethel Waters. "His Eye Is
on The Sparrow," was written in
collaboration with the white writ-
er, Charles Samuels and so credit-
ed on the cover of the book.
The life story of Miss Billy
Holiday, "Lady Sings the Blues,"
was moulded into form by white
newspaperman, William Dufty, to
whom she unveiled her past down
to the last veil.
Miss Marian Anderson's first
biography some years ago was
written by her former European
accompanist, Koshti Vehanen.
Her second life story, "My Lord
What A Morning," just out was
told to another writer.
Some years ago the life of Ro-
land Hayes was written by Mac-
Kinley Helm, and that of Dr.
Carver by Rackham Holt.
Now there is nothing wrong
in white people writing with or
about Negroes, just as there is
nothing wrong in Negroes 'writing
with or about white folks. But it
now seems to me time that we
have a few living white lives writ-
ten by colored writers,
I propose that Miss Marilyn
Monroe bare her past to Mr. Enoc
Waters for publication. And that
Miss Marlene Dietrich collaborate
with Mr. Roi Ottley on a colorful
biography. Also that Miss Joan
Crawford get with Dan Burley so
that he might recount how she
rose to fame in Hollywood. And I
think it would be nice if Mar-
tha Raye allowed Ann Petry or
Almeria Lomax to record her his-
tory. 4 0
I suggest that Elvis Presley per-
mit colored newsman Jim-
my Hicks, who is not afraid to
go South to dig up facts, to col-
laborate with him on his rise to
fame from a Mississippi cross-
roads to national attention — es-
pecially since Elvis sings se pro-
nouncedly in the dcwnhome Negro
manner. Turn about is just fair
play,
I suggest that right now Enoc
Waters cable Miss Monroe to
London where she is making a
picture, and see if he can get the
rights to her life. What a pretty
picture spread it would make for
the "Defender." Following that,
perhaps Al Duckett might try
his hand at Judy Holiday. And
I would love to gee George S.
Schuyler tackle Helen Traubel.
THE LIFE AND LOVES OF
MARILYN MONROE by Enoc P.
Waters. Why not!
Naturally Enoc should dine
with Marilyn's in-laws and kin-
folks — as the white writers do
with the colored kinfolks of those
whom they write about — in order
to get background material. For
such a project I am sure the "De-
fender" would allow Mr. Waters a
leave of absence, especially if
the paper secured the first serial
rights on the story. Six months
with Miss Monroe and I feel cer-
tain Mr. Waters would have a
wonderful tale to tell, even though
it be written under Marilyn Mon-
roe's name, with an as-told-to by-
line for Enoc Waters.
White writers have been inte
grating with us literally for a
long time. It is now the moment
for colored writers to start inte
grating with whites. Lively and
prosperous little "Jet" would cer
tainly pay their ace Dan Burley's
flying tabs to Las Vegas, Palm
Springs, Miami, or Hollywood to
catch up with Martha Raye and
put her story down on paper from
A to Z for magazine and book
use, with possible motion plc
lure rights later,
The "Pittsburgh Courier" could
well afford to have their tried
and true George S. Schuyler pass
A few Riviera months with opera
and Broadway star, Helen Trau
bel, if for no other reason than
to compare Mi..s Traubel's story
by a Negro to that of Marian
Anderson by 1 white writer. I real
ly would like to see Mr. Schuy
ler delving into the dichotomy of
a diva of the dimensions of Miss
Traubel.
For the sake of race relations,
our Negro papers and magazines
should take a cue from the white
ones, and start running great
white lives in full detail, with, of
course, accent on the Negroes in
those lives, just as the white bi-
ographers and as-told-to autobio-
graphers tell us about the white
folks in their Negro confidants'
lives. In that way we could
find out how integrated is inte-
gration at the top levels of fame.
The time has come for Ameri-
can Negro writers not to be shy
about collaborating with white
celebrities. The white writers are
not a bit backward about col-
laborating with us,
DATA
Riding along the countryside
in the heart of Georgia a few
weeks ago, I got a glimpse of
a phenomenon which may have
enormous significance for the fu-
ture of the culture of the cotton
country.
It was a September night with
a full moon and my journey took
me from Valdosta through Way-
Cross, Jessup, Ludowict and OD to
Savannah, the home city by the
sea. I should state also that the
car bore a Georgia license and
I was driven by a native son.
The night was warm enough
for the village and countryfolk to
keep their doors and windows open
and, with the lights on inside,
it was not difficult to see the fami-
ly gatherings in house after house.
I was soon aware of an identical
blue light or bluish glow in the
front rooms of an endless num-
er of little frame houses.
It was of course, the television
set. Almost everyone seemed to
be deployed in front of this fabu-
lous instrument and young and
old appeared to be transfixed by
the flickering images beamed out
of the big towns and great cities
of the South and North.
I began to watch the houses
very closely and it happened that
most of those near the highway
that we traveled seemed to be oc-
cupied by whites. Each house had
its quota of little children which
is in the prolific tradition of the
region. No one I noticed was read-
ing and I don't think there was
much conversation Everyone
seemed to be looking, spellbound
and serious, at a big or little
TV screen.
Somehow the experience surpris-
ed me. I was not prepared for so
many television sets and I did not
realize that there were enough TV
stations in that section of the coun-
try to provide good viewing. I
forgot that the Television set is no
longer in the luxury class and
the most humble homes can af-
ford one.
It is an unforgettable picture,
though, to see a rude, rough un-
painted shack all aglow with a big
screen television set in the mid-
dle of a cotton patch in the hinter-
land of Georgia. Incidentally, they
could use a lot of paint down
home. I agree with my friend
Russ Cowans who came back from
a tour like mine and told how fine
it would be if it "could rain paint
for a week" in Dixie.
The omnipresence of the tele-
vision set even in the backwoods
led me to wondering how mean-
ingful this new development might
eventually become. The fantstic
power of communication embodied
in television which embraces both
sight and sound cannot be over-
estimated. This is particularly
true among those who have had
the least formal training and
those we class as illiterate.
The impact of television, of
course, depends in a great way
on what is being beamed through
the air and what is being watch-
ed by the viewers. Its educational
potential has been recognized far
and wide and in Chicago and
several other cities we have sta-
tions almost wholly concerned with
this aspect of the medium.
Because I believe that race re-
lations is the number one prob-
lem in America today, it struck
me immediately that we might ace
complish far more through tele-
vision in bringing about a truly
democratic and peaceful society
than we have been able to do
through the other media of com-
munication. Reading books, maga-
zines and newspapers, however
wunderful and rewarding, requires
concentration and conscious ef-
fort, It becomes easy and effort-
less to those who are trained to
read but all of us are aware that
educators are debating "Why
Johnny Can't Read."
By contrast, television viewing
requires no training and, accord-
ing to some critics of Television,
the less training the better. The
most celerated ignoramus and
the thickest knucklehead will find
programs that they can appreciate
today. We who are anxious to
shape a better world have got to
reach ihese knuckleheads, and
particularly those who somehow
believe that God has singled them
out for special privileges by giv-
ing them white skins.
Our leadership might well press
for the integration of the Negro
in the programs for television, in-
cluding the gangster and cow-
boy thrillers, the meshy melo-
dramas and the plays of horror
and mystery. Already Negro en-
tertainers and artists have been
given considerable play but this
can be stepped up too.
The southern viewers may be-
come so accustomed to integration
on the television screen that they
will not find it so objectionable off
the screen. They might learn, for
instance, that eating at the same
table with a Negro is not necess-
achy a criminal act in modern
society.
classes under watchful eye ef
Tennessee National G ii a r d
ucits, which were withdrawn
after town returned to normal.
ing challenged in the courts. The
pr3-integration group meanwhile
hinted at court action in Green-
ville to get action on a school en-
try petition initiated in June, 1955.
TENNESSEE — Officials mark-
ed the tumultuous Clinton inc
dent "closed;" in Memphis 317
delegates to the National States'
Rights Conference drafted a plat-
form and picked a Presidential
slate; two Negroes became the
first of their race to enroll in Van-
derbilt university's school of law.
TEXAS — Gov. Allan Shivers'
legal advisory committee recom-
mended new laws requiring dis-
tricts to operate schools for both
races; a nineteenth tax-supported
college accepted Negro students
along with whites: an effort was
under way to bar the NAACP
from activity in Texas.
VIRGINIA — The General As-
sembly passed and Gov. Thomas
B. Stanley signed 23 bills support-
ing the governor's policy of "un-
yielding resistance" to the Su-
preme Court decision, includir
authority for the governor to take
over a legally integrated school,
reassign its pupils and reopen it
on a segregated basis.
WEST VIRGINIA — Minor out-
breaks were reported in three
southern counties as the state
meved ahead with a general de-
sezregation process affecting al
estimated 75 per cent of the 25,000
Negro children enrolled.
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' "DEAR MME. CHANTE: I have
been nfarried for 8 years during
which time life has not been a
bed of roses so far as home life
Is concerned. Main trouble stems
from my mother-in-law's insisting
on helping me handle my hus-
band.
' His mother had always looked
after him before our marriage,
fixing his meals, helping select
his clothing and many other things,
and even after we were married
she saw this work as being part
of her responsibility. She always
znanages to be at our house (we
live across street from her) when
time comes to prepare dinner and
suggests that I cook this or that,
this way not that way. because
She knows best what "her son
likes."
' And there are other interfer-
ence practices employed by my
mother-in-law that are just as dis-
turbing to me; For instance, she
Opens laundry and complains about
the way shirts are ironed often
taking them home to re-do them.
At other times she's said in front
of my husband and me that his
shorts should not be sent to a
laundry. Now Mme, Chante, I am
sure we would have lived a hap-
pier life together had Frank's
mother not insisted on running
things at our house, What do you
suggest I do "Worried."
' ANSWER: Your problem is one
of many we have been asked to
work out and like the others is
hard to handle since we have only
one side to deal with. However
if what you charge is true right
is on your side and one must feel
that "right" will prevail in time. Loan AidI am sure you love your husband
and it is just as easy to assume
that your hubby loves you. That
is why I must suggest that right
will win out in the end. By this
I mean your husband will see the
light in time and set his moth-
er straight about his home affairs
not being her problem. Some ev-
ening when things are running
smoothly and you are not mad
enough to speak "out of turn"
talk over your affairs with hubby.
Make him see the dangers of in.
law interference. I am sure he
will decide something must be
done to preserve his home and
talk to his mother. Try and gethim to agree not to bring you in
on the talk one way or the other.
Rather have his mother to under-
stand the stand he is taking isfrom observation. If 
ful if you would help me in this
respect. I am a registered Staff
Nurse at the hospital given be-
low. I am 5 ft. 3 inches tall wt.
140 lbs. 32 years of age long
black hair and black eyes. My
chief hobbies are reading, sewing
crocheting and sea bathing. I will
answer all letters and exchange
photos. Edith Brown, Public Gen-
eral hospital Buff Bay P. 0. Ja-
maica B. W. I.
• • •
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I have
been reading your column quite
while now and I am writing it
in hopes that you will be able to
help me. I am a young lady 17
years of age and would like to
correspond with some young men
between the ages of 17-22. I will
answer all letters and exchange
photos. Pauline Moone 4624 S. Ev-
ans ave. Chicago III.
DEAR MME. CHAN'TE: I am a
single young lady seeking a
pen pal for correspondence pre-
ferably male. I am 18 years of
age dark complexion 4 ft. 9 inch-
es tall weigh 118 pounds and of
Jamaican descent. I will answer
all letters and exchange photos.
Augustine James, Mt. Horeb, P. 0,
St. James. Jamaica, B. W. I.
WASHINGTON — A group of
bankers experienced in mortgage
lending in smaller communities
met at the invitation of FHA Com-
missioner Norman P. Mason last
week to explore means by which
Federal Housing administration
can give better service in small
cities and towns.
"If indeed ee find the benefits
of FHA to be less readily avail-
able to citizens of small commu-
nities than to people living in larg-
er urban areas, we want to do
something about, it," Mason said.
"It is FA's intent to make the
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Mob
action to prevent racial integra-
tion in public schools brought out
national guardsmen and highway
patrolmen for the first time this
fall in three states, reported
Southern School News today, not-
ing also "peaceful integration" in
scores of school districts in the
border states.
Demonstrations at Sturgis and
Clay, Ky., resulted in the with-
drawal of Negro children from
schools there as the state's attor-
ney general ruled they were en-
rolled illegally. The Kentucky
National Guard had been called
out to preserve order. Meanwhile,
Tennessee guardsmen withdrew as
a dozen Negro children remained
in the high school at Clinton, an-
other scene of violence, while
Texas Rangers were ordered to
Mansfield High school after a
demonstration. Gov. Allan Shivers
asked the Mansfield trustees to
transfer out of the district any
pupil whose presence might be
likely to incite violence.
Southern School News, publish-
ed by a board of southern editors
and educators, said that 208 school
districts, mostly in t h e border
area, had been desegregated since
the opening of the last school year.
Additional desegregation record-
ed during September included a
action. There (at Tyler) testimony
showed that Herman Marion
Sweatt, one time Houston mail-
carrier who won entry to the Uni-
versity of Texas law school in the
celebrated case (Sweatt V. Paint-
er) which broke down the "sepa-
rate but equal" doctrine in higher
education in 1950, had a contract
with the NA4CP calling for $11,-
500 which was the equivalent of
his salary plus "unforeseen ex-
penses" for three years. A Texas
Negro publisher said in a public
statement that a fund to help
Sweatt go to college was raised
by friends in Houston.
STATE BY STATE
A state-by-state summary of
major developments during Sep-
tember follows:
ALABAMA — Two unsuccessful
efforts were made by individuals
to enroll children in all-white
schools — in one instance a Ne-
gro child who is the ward of a
white woman — as some Alabama
PTAs "revolted" against the po-
licies of the national organization.
ARKANSAS — A federal court
heard the Hoxie case (growing out
of a months-long effort to inter-
rupt the desegregation process),
with the federal government inter-
vening to back an injunction
against pro-segregationists. The
State of Georgia, also intervening
"
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IGNORING JEERS of white
students who later staged boy-
cott of classes, Negro pupils
stride purposefully into school
ing his lifetime.
KENTUCKY — Mob action at
desegregating Clay, Sturgis and
Weaverton schools brought na-advantages of its loan insurance large number of districts not pre- charged the injunction denied tional guardsmen to the scene inprograms equally beneficial to all viously reported in Missouri and segregationists their civil rights, the first two instances and whitehome owners and prospective pur- Kentucky, and one in Maryland. DELAWARE — A privately con- boycotts in ail three. Negroes werechasers throughout America," he In all, some 319,000 Negro chil- ducted public opinion sampling in- removed from Clay and Sturgissaid. dren and nearly 2,000,000 white dicated that half the voters dis- under a ruling by the attorneyyour mother-helaw loves her son as she must Explaining that there were many children are now in "integrated approve the U. S. Supreme Court general. Meanwhile, desegregationfacets of FHA's services to be situations." decisionsagainst public school de- proceeded peacefully in Louis-
and isn't against his continuing explored at this meeting, Masonwith you as you have not said in The publication described this segregation, reportedly surprising ville. Frankfort r nd scores ofsaid that he was seeking opinionsyour letter I am sure she'll de. term as meaning situations in some observers who had expected other communities representingof the representative bankers oncide in your favor. She'll not wish which Negroes are either attend- a larger margin of opposition. between 75 per cent and 85 persuch matters as how to achieveto interfere in his happiness I feel ing or are eligible to attend mixed DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA — cent of the districts having Negroprompter processing in outlyingsure in saying. Anyway this is schools or are enrolled in school House hearings concerning condi- pupils.areas, the appropriateness ofworth a try. districts which have begun the tions in ,Washington's school sys- LOUISIANA — No additional Ne-• 4, * FHA's present construction re- desegregation process. tein began with testimony from groes enrolled in tax-supportedDEAR MME. CHANTE• I have 
quirements for smaller communi- 
ties, and the effectiveness a d
Approximately 2,400,000 Negroes schoolmen on standards, pupil be- colleges under Louisiana's new• n aheproblem which I think you may public understanding everywhere 
remain in segregated districts. havior and other factors affected segregation laws, which propo-lp me solve to good advantage There are 3,711 districts in a 17- by integration. Some witnesses re- nents were seeking to apply toof each of FHA's special programs
such as its newest plans to make state southern and order area hay- ported Negro achievement lag and mm-term registrations in order to
since you have given sound ad-
vice to so many others in your more and better housing available ing Negro pupils. discipline problems; others found remove the some 200 Negroes now
for elderly people. - In a study ot southern college the process satisfactory. The in- studying at the institutions.
fine column.
My problem is career vs mar- ca:npuses, Southern School News quiry was both criticized and MARYLAND -- Desegregationriage. Mme. I am going with a reported that 110 tax-supported praised as the month ended. proceeded smoothly in most coun-young fellow who I like very Red Cross Names colleges out of 208 in the area are FLORIDA — A group of Florida ties — some desegregating for thevery much. Actually I have rea- John Angle To Post now open to Negioes. However, business and professional men, in- first time — with disturbances ofsons to believe he would make j • . all public colleges in Mississippi, eluding a former governor, an- a non-violent nature reported ata fine husband. However I have John NN. Angle has been appoint-
my own career a private sere- ed director of Public Information 
Alabama, Georgia, Florida and flounced organization of a nation- four schools out of approximatelytarial position that pays me very for the Chicago chapter, Amen- South Carolina remain segregated. wide movement to arnend the U.S. 200 now admitting Negroes.
well and since it is civil service can Red Cross, by William C. Lu- To the some 84 pieces of pro- Contitution so as to allow each MISSISSIPPI — State officialsis perhaps permanent. In fact I cev. executive director, segregation levislation enacted state to settle its recial problems. laid plans for an October tour ofmake more in salary than he Angle was formerly assistant since the 1954 Supreme Court de- GEORGIA — Herman Talmadge, New England newsmen as part ofdoes which may or may not be Public Relations Manager at Na- cision, Virginia added 23 measures. nominated overwhelmingly to suc- a program &signed to acquaintan important matter. He has al- tional Tea co.. and prior to that In a third state — Texas — an ef- ceed U.S. Sen.. Walter F. George, "outsiders" with the state's seg-ready finished school in bookkeep- a member of the public relations fort was under way to ban acti- said he did not believe segregation regation pattern.ing and for that reason will department of Crane co. vities of the NAACP through court will break down in Georgia dur- aiISSOURI — With 184 districtshardly increase his pay by very
much. At least in the very nearfuture. What I am afraid of is
. that in time there will be frictiondue to the fact that his earnings
are not as high as mine. What doyou think?
ANSWER: I am sure the boyhas taken all these things into con-
sideration long ago even beforeproposing. It is my opinion thatyoung people should discuss mostthings that might later affect theirJives before marching down an
aisle. And certainly this is one
worth talking over. Howerev,frankly I feel that in cases wheretwo youngsters love each other
as yeti say is true in your casethis is a small matter. I suggestthat the two of you sit down andtalk it over and make your de-
cision afterwards. I feel free insaying the fellow would not wishto interfere with the career of hiswife so long as she carries (Jilt theother duties of a housewife. Ifthere is lose and admiration lit-tle things will right themselves
without danger to your happinessprovided the facts are known anddiscussed in front.
• • $
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am27 years old light brown skin
weight about 175 or 180 lbs. height5 ft. 11 inches. I like most all
sports and I take part in quitea few. I would like to corre-
spond with young ladies betweenthe ages of 19 to 30. I promiseI will answer all letters. WalkerP. Wallace 1396 Wilson st. Mem-phis 6 Tenn.
* * *
DEAR MME. CHANTE I amdesirous of having pen pals fromthe USA and would be most thank-
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building at Clinton, Tenn. Ad-
mission of Negroes to prev-
iously all-white school touched
off angry and shameful dem-
out of 244 having Negroes now de-
segregated observers studied a 63-
page report holding the St. Louis
school desegregation experience
successful because the community
had begun the process in other
areas and was ready for this new
step.
NORTH CAROLINA — Voters
approved by better than four to
one the "Pearsall Plan" to main-
tain segregation through a pri-
onstrations by white parents
and out-of-state agitators. Ne-
gro students refused to be in-
timidated, continued attending
vete tutition payment system and
local option school-closing, with
the plan coming under legal chal-
lenge five days after the referen-
dum.
OKLAHOMA — One more dis-
trict was desegregated as a move
began in the "Little Dixie" area
to conduct a referendum on school
integration.
SOUTH CAROLINA — The
state's new anti-NAACP law is be-
LIBRA
September 23rd . . . October 23rd
Many famous musicians and art-
ists are numbered among Librans.
They are excellent in positions re-
quiring tact and intuition. Their
abilities run along lines of select-
ing seasonable goods and quickly
moving items. They are well adap-
ted to law, finance, activities
connected with the public and to
army and navy careers. they are
not suited to arduous labor or
coarse work ,Your surest success
lies in the direction of occupations
requiring good taste, a sense of
beauty and a neat touch.
You are also the type person to
whom music, gaiety and pleasure
are like medicine You are very
sensitive to your environment and
disorder and lack of harmony are
detrimental to both your health
and spirit. You should always try
to look on the sunny side rather
than the gloomy. You are the
most impressionable and intuitive
of all the signs, but when you
make a decision, you are adamant.
li you were born under this sign,
or any of the other eleven signs,
and wish further information re-
garding your Lucky Stars and
Guiding Planet . . send for your
Horoscope today!
*
R. W. Dear Prof. Herman:
I have read your column many
times in the paper and thought
of coraing to you for advice. Now.
I really need help. What should I
do regarding my grand son?
ANS. It seems that you have
written to him many timeg but
receive no answer . I suggest
your contacting the authorities in
that city for further help, for
he doesn't seem to be getting
tal reveals the fact that you
are lonely only because you will
not do anything about the situ-
ation. You MUST try to mix
with others . . . attend church
and other activities that will
help you meet people and also
bring you companionship.
• • *
A. M. Will my luck ever change?
What are my lucky days? Should
I continue to take the chances I
take?
ANS. Only one question is ans-
wered in the column due to the
limited amount of space. If you
will write in for a private reply
I feel that I can help you im-
prove your luck and find success
in your endeavors as well.
• • •
WORRIED? Will he come back?
ANS. A careful analysis of your
question indicates the fact that
he has been dissatisfied for
sometime hence his making this
change. If he returns, it will not
be for quite some time, so I
suggest you get used to the fact
that he will not • come back
there.
R. G. I am a very lonely per-
son What can I do?
ANS. My Psycho-Mentalist Crys-
